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ABSTRACT
Topics in Physics Beyond the Standard Model
In this dissertation we address three issues related to physics beyond the Standard 
model: flavor and the use of discrete gauge symmetries, the dynamical breaking of 
electroweak symmetry, and the addition of a  U(l) gauge sym m etry to the Standard 
model in order to  suppress proton decay. We present: i) A model of flavor based 
on th e  double tetrahedral group tha t leads to acceptable quark and lepton masses 
as well as mixing angles. Furthermore it gives solutions for the  atmospheric and 
solar neutrino problems, ii) A model of bosonic topcolor in which the breaking of 
electroweak symmetry occurs dynamically through the vacuum expectation value of 
a composite field, generated by some strong dynamics th a t affects third generation 
fields only. The ma.ss of the top quark is also generated by this vev. All other light 
quarks acquire their masses through the  vev of a fundamental scalar also present in the 
theory, iii) Models in which baryon num ber has been gauged to  eliminate operators 
tha t lead to  rapid proton decay. We study the phenomenology of the gauge boson 
associated with the new U (l). In one model we investigate the possibility of having a 
light leptophobic gauge boson with mass in the 1 — 10 GeV range. In another model, 
constructed in the  framework of extra dimensions, we explore the  phenomenology of 
the leptophobic gauge boson and its Kaluza-Klein excitations.
ix
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Chapter 1 
Introduction
The general topic of this dissertation is physics beyond the standard model (SM). In 
particular we address three issues:
•  the use of discrete gauge symmetries in the  context of flavor physics,
•  topcolor models and the dynamical breaking of electroweak (EW ) symmetry, 
and
•  the addition of new U (l) gauge symmetries to the SM in order to avoid proton 
decay.
The first two topics are motivated by the observation tha t the top quaxk is the only 
with a mass (rnt ~  175 GeV) th a t is of the order of the EW scale (M e w  =  246 GeV). 
In one instance (flavor) one takes the view th a t the  0 (1 ) top quark Yukawa coupling 
is of the “expected” size, while the rest of the  Yukawa couplings are suppressed. 
One then tries to understand how this suppression comes about with the  use of flavor 
symmetries. In the second instance (dynamical EW  symmetry breaking) the opposite 
view is taken. Now one “expects” all Yukawa couplings to be small and thus has to 
explain why the top quark Yukawa coupling is large. The general idea is to assume 
some new strong dynamics th a t affect the top quark (or third generation quarks) 
generating a t  — t  bound sta te  a t a scale A. Below this scale the bound sta te  will 
develop a vacuum expectation value (vev) and will be responsible for the breaking
1
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2of EW  symmetry. Finally, we explore how it is possible to avoid proton decay by 
adding a new U (l) gauge sector to the  SM. The new U (l) is identified with baryon 
number and implies the existence of a  new gauge boson, Z ' , which couples to leptons 
only through its mixing with the Z°  and 7 . This mixing is assum ed to vanish at 
some high energy scale and is generated a t low energies only th rough  loop effects. 
Therefore the mixing is small and the Z '  is leptophobic. In particular, we explore the 
possibilities th a t M b M z and M b > m top, where M b denotes th e  Z '  mass; in the 
second case the leptophobic gauge boson can propagate in extra dimensions, leading 
to an interesting phenomenology.
1.1 M ysteries o f  th e  Standard M odel
The standard model of particle physics is very successful. In fact, it has survived 
every single experimental test with incredible accuracy for the la s t 2 0  or so years. 
For example consider the measured value of the Z° mass, iV/2 (exp) =  91.1872 ±  
0.0021 GeV to be compared with the SM fit value M Z[ S M ) =  91.1879 ±0.0021 GeV. 
The SM fit incorporates the most accurate experimentally determ ined observables 
such as M z , the  muon decay constant (G^), and the fine-structure constant (a). 
Table 1.1 shows some of the results o f the latest fit to Z—pole observables. The SM 
prediction for the  mass of the as-yet undiscovered Higgs is also shown (for details 
regarding the fit see Ref. [1]). It can be seen th a t the SM does a  remarkable job in 
fitting the data.
Still, even considering its success, the SM leaves many questions unanswered. It 
is based on the gauge group SU (3)c x SU(2)w x  C/(l)y, and therefore contains 1 2  
gauge bosons: the photon 7 , the Z°,  the  and the 8  gluons. T h e  reason for this 
particular gauge structure is a mystery. The m atter content of th e  SM consists of
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3Observable Value Standard Model
m t [GeV] 174.3 ±  5.1 172.9 ±  4.6
M z  [GeV] 91.1872 ±  0 .0 0 2 1  91.1870 ±  0 . 0 0 2 1
r z  [GeV] 2.4944 ±  0.0024 2.4956 ±  0.0016
a s(Mz ) 0.1885 ±  0.0020 0.1192 ±  0.0028
M g  [GeV]
T a b le  1.1 Some Z —pole observables compared with the SM predictions. Also shown 
is the SM prediction for the Higgs mass M r . For details about the SM fit and for more 
observables see Table 10.4 in Ref. [1].
three chiral families of quarks and leptons arranged as
where a =  1 ,2 ,3  indicates th a t the  quarks form triplets under SU (3 )c - The an­
tiparticles transform  as the complex conjugate representations, i.e. the left-handed 
anti-leptons t r a n s fo rm  as 2’s under SU(2)\y  and the anti-quarks transform  as 3 ’s un­
der SU {Z )c■ The hypercharge Y  can be easily obtained using Q  =  T 3 +  Y ,  where Q 
stands for electric charge (2/3 for up-type quarks, —1/3 for down-type quarks, 0 for
SU(2) doublets
SU(2) singlets : =  (u)^, (c)£, (t)%,
: DaR =  (d)%(srR,(b)aR,
'■ E r  =  (e- )rt, (m- )h, ( t ~ ) r ,
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4all neutrinos, and —1 for all remaining leptons) and  T 3 represents the th ird  compo­
nent of weak isospin ( ± 1 / 2  for left-handed particles and 0  for right-handed particles). 
W hy there are three families satisfying this particular chiral arrangement is an open 
question.
The masses of the  chiral fermions are also mysterious. The SM relies on the Higgs 
mechanism to break EW  symmetry rendering the Z°  and W ± gauge bosons massive. 
The scalar field responsible for this breaking, the Higgs, couples to the m atter fields 
through Yukawa interactions
CY -------
- Q iLa(Xu )ij^ H l U 1R + h.c., (1.1)
where Ax are 3 x 3  Yukawa matrices and i — 1 , 2, 3 are generation indices. The entries 
in the Yukawa matrices are the Yukawa couplings and the SM does not predict them. 
It is clear from Eq. (1-1) th a t when the Higgs acquires a vev, it generates mass terms 
for all the fields. The mass terms can be simplified by diagonalizing the Yukawa 
mass matrices. For example, in the case of the quarks this is accomplished by the 
redefinitions
UL =  w . (1 .2 )
Ur =  VRU%, (1.3)
d l = w LD ? , (1.4)
D r =  WrD%, (1.5)
where Vl ,r  and W r,r are 3 x 3  unitary matrices such that VpAu Vr  =  A^, and 
WpADW R =  \ p  are diagonal; U™R and D™R denote mass eigenstates. The diagonal 
entries in A§ and A^ correspond to the masses of the  quarks and leptons. These may
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5be chosen to reproduce the values shown in Table 1.2, but they cannot be predicted 
by the SM.
Due to the diagonalization of the mass matrices, the W ±  boson coupling to  quark 
mass eigenstates involves the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) m atrix
Vck m  = V l W L . (1 .6 )
The entries of this m atrix cannot be predicted by the SM and must be determ ined 
experimentally [1 ],
/  0.9742 - 0.9757 0.219 - 0.226 0.002 - 0.005 \
VCk m  =  0.219 - 0.225 0.9734 - 0.9749 0.037 - 0.043 ) . (1.7)
\  0.004 - 0.014 0.035 - 0.043 0.9990 - 0.9993 )
The values and patterns observed in Eq. (1.7) are also mysteries of the SM.
Another problem implied by Eq. (1 .1 ) is th a t the SM includes a fundam ental 
scalar field. Such fields receive mass squared corrections that diverge quadratically 
with energy. On the other hand, we know from experiments tha t the m ass of the 
Higgs should be close to the EW  scale (see Table 1.1). This leads to the hierarchy 
problem — W hy is the Higgs mass 0 {Mz) and not the Planck scale Mp,  th e  scale 
a t which quantum  gravity becomes relevant? Another important observation is that 
the standard model does not incorporate gravity. A complete (or less incomplete) 
description of nature should attem pt to describe all known forces of nature .
One may argue th a t the standard model is an effective theory valid below a certain 
energy scale M  and th a t the answers to some of the problems stated above can  reside 
in physics above th a t scale. The hierarchy problem associated with the fundam ental 
scalar suggests th a t M  is not far from the electroweak scale.
R ep ro d u ced  with p erm issio n  o f  th e  copyrigh t ow n er. Further reproduction  prohibited w ithout p erm issio n .
6m e rrifj. m T
0.511 x  10-* 0.106 1.777
m u m c m t
1 -  5  x  1 0 “ ^ 1.15 -  1.35 174.3 ±  5.1
m d m s m b
3 -  9 x  10_;i 0.075 -  0.170 4.0 -  4.4
T a b le  1.2 Experimentally determined masses of the particles in the standard model 
(modulo the neutrinos). All masses are in GeV [1].
All of the arguments we have presented make it clear th a t there is physics beyond 
the standard model and th a t it is im portant it be explored. Recent experimental 
evidence for neutrino masses [2] as well as the announcement by the Muon g-2 Col­
laboration [3] that there is a  2.6 cr discrepancy between the experimental measurement 
of the muon’s anomalous magnetic moment and the prediction of the SM, support 
this conclusion.
1.2 P o ss ib le  S o lu tio n s  to  th e  M y s te rie s
One of the pillars of physics beyond the  standard model is grand unification [4]. 
The basic observation is th a t  the running of the three gauge couplings of the SM meet 
a t the  same point a t some high energy, M g u t - Theories that unify SU(3)c'X-SU(2)w'X 
U(1)y  into a single gauge group at M q u t are called grand unified theories (GUTs). 
The simplest GUT is based on SU(5) sym m etry and it is contained in all other GUTs. 
By embedding all the particles of a generation into GUT representations, and thus 
relating leptons and quarks into a single framework, new relationships between their 
masses and mixings can be obtained and compared to experiments. This can in 
principle shed some light on the flavor problem. One aspect of unification (at least
R ep ro d u ced  with p erm issio n  o f  th e  copyrigh t ow ner. Further reproduction  prohibited w ithout p erm issio n .
7in its basic formulation) th a t is relevant for our discussion is th a t it takes place a t an 
energy scale of M q u t  ~  2  x  1 0 16 GeV l . This implies, for instance, that the hierarchy 
problem we encountered in the SM remains present with M p  replaced by M q u t-
One way to  solve the hierarchy problem is to make the GUTs supersymmetric. 
Supersym m etry is a sym m etry that relates bosonic and fermionic degrees of freedom. 
A striking consequence of this symmetry when applied to the SM, is that it predicts 
the existence of a new particle for each one th a t has been discovered. Each SM par­
ticle has the same quantum  numbers as its “superpartner” except for spin: If the  SM 
particle is a boson (fermion), the superpartner is a fermion (boson). This symme­
try  can in fact be used to create a supersym m etric version of the SM, the Minimal 
Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM). In this scenario the Higgs mass squared 
receives radiative corrections from both the SM particles and their superpartners so 
th a t the quadratic divergences are cancelled. No great fine-tuning is required to keep 
the Higgs a t the EW  scale and not at the G U T scale. This was one of the main mo­
tivations in the use of supersymmetry. In addition to solving the hierarchy problem, 
the  MSSM leads to more accurate unification than  the SM. See Ref. [5] for a review 
of supersym m etry and the MSSM.
Even though supersymmetry stabilizes the  hierarchy, it does not explain it. Re­
cently, another very exciting proposal has been presented th a t eliminates the hierarchy 
altogether. The idea relates to the speculation th a t spacetime has more than  4 di­
mensions and th a t the extra dimensions might have large compactification radii. The 
idea of having more than  4 dimensions can be traced to superstring theory, which is
the  most promising a ttem pt yet to construct a theory of quantum  gravity and perhaps
xThis can change dramatically when considering scenarios in which the dimensionality of space­
time is D >  4.
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8to finally incorporate it into a framework with all other forces. Superstring theory 
requires a spacetime with dimensionality D  =  10 (or D  =  11 in M—theory) in order 
to be physically consistent [7]. To explain why we only see 4 dimensions, the remain­
ing D  — 4 are compactified at very high energies leading to small compactification 
radii. There are several ways one can perform the compactification and they lead to 
different manifestations of the theory. W hat is interesting about the new proposal is 
th a t the extra dimensions are taken to be large and thus available for experimental 
exploration. In this case the Planck scale can be brought down to low energies and 
thus it is possible to completely eliminate the hierarchy.
There are two main scenarios discussed in the literature; in one of them only 
gravity can propagate in the extra dimensions and in this case the compactification 
scale can be very low ~  (218/zm)-1 [6 ]. In the second scenario, all gauge and Higgs 
fields, as well as gravity, are allowed to propagate in the extra dimensions and the 
compactification scale can be as low as a few TeV. An im portant result of this second 
scenario is that gauge unification can be obtained at very low energies ~  0 ( 1 0  — 
100 TeV) [8 ]. This is interesting because the GUT-scale particles could be explored 
with near future collider experiments. For a review on this fast-growing field see 
Ref. [9].
1.3 Our solutions
We can now discuss the main topics covered in this dissertation. A fruitful a t­
tem pt a t explaining the SM and MSSM mass spectra is based on the idea of a flavor 
symmetry, G j , th a t relates the different generations of quarks and leptons. It is com­
mon to call this symmetry a horizontal symmetry. The basic idea is straightforward: 
let different generations transform under Gf  in such a way th a t when the symmetry is
R ep ro d u ced  with p erm issio n  o f  th e  copyrigh t ow ner. Further reproduction  prohibited w ithout p erm issio n .
9unbroken, above some “flavor” scale, M f,  the only mass term s in the Lagrangian that 
one can write are those of the th ird  generation fields. W hen G f  is spontaneously bro­
ken by the vevs of some scalar fields, which we call flavons, all the other mass terms 
are generated. More explicitly, when G j  is unbroken, the  Yukawa mass matrices have 
the general form
/  0  0  0  \
Y ~  0  0  0  , (1 .8 )
V o  0  l )
and the operators containing Yukawa couplings axe given by terms like
C Y ~ ® W f D H ' ( 1 ' 9 )
where Q  and D  represent m a tte r  fields, H  represents a Higgs field, and $  is a flavon. 
It is clear from Eq. (1-9) th a t w hen $  acquires a vev, Yukawa couplings arise as ratios 
{<b)/M and add new entries in  the  m atrix Eq. (1.8). T he goal is to find a symmetry 
and symmetry breaking p a tte rn  th a t reproduces the observed patterns in the masses 
and mixing angles of both  quarks and leptons shown in Table 1.2 and Eq. (1.7). A 
particularly successful supersym m etric model of flavor is based on U(2) symmetry [10]. 
We take this as a starting po in t for finding better and sm aller symmetries.
In Chapter 2 we present a  m odel based on a discrete subgroup of U(2), the double 
tetrahedral group T'.  It is shown th a t the model can reproduce the observed patterns
of quark and lepton masses, as well as the patterns observed in the CKM matrix.
Furthermore, by introducing a  right-handed neutrino, it is possible to obtain the 
correct mixing patterns and m ass ratios required in order to solve the atmospheric 
and solar neutrino problems. T h e  topic of discrete gauge symmetries is explored, and 
a numerical renormalization group analysis of the model is performed. In addition, a 
few other models based on th e  symmetry T' are presented and discussed.
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In Chapter 3 we address the problem of EW  sym m etry breaking. The use of su­
persymmetry in the construction of the MSSM provides a mechanism for the breaking 
of EW  symmetry. The Higgs mass, receives radiative corrections from the quark 
superpartners, and these corrections contribute to the running of making it nega­
tive a t some scale th a t is identified with the EW  scale. This is called radiative breaking 
of EW  symmetry. While this mechanism is fairly generic for weak scale superparticles 
and a heavy top, there are other possibilities worth exploring. In particular we may 
consider the possibility th a t EW  symmetry  is broken not by a fundamental scalar, 
but by a fermion—anti-fermion bound sta te  generated by some strong dynamics in a 
high energy theory. This scalar bound sta te  breaks EW  symmetry in the low-energy 
theory if it acquires a vev. Topcolor models achieve this result via a  t  — t  bound state. 
The top quark mass is generated dynamically but lighter quark masses must be put 
in by hand via higher dimensional operators. However, such operators can also lead 
to flavor-changing neutral currents (FCNC) and make these models problematic.
We present a bosonic topcolor model th a t contains a composite scalar and also a 
weakly-coupled fundamental scalar. The composite field is generated by some strong 
dynamics above As assumed to affect only £« and l =  { t , b)i, generating a £l£r 
bound state, as in conventional topcolor models. The strong dynamics responsible for 
the generation of the composite field is assumed to come from an extra-dimensional 
framework, and thus As can be taken to  be <  100 TeV. The role of the compos­
ite scalar is to break EW  symmetry, while the fundamental scalar communicates 
the breaking to all other fields in the theory. The top quark is heavy because its 
dynamically-generated Yukawa coupling is naturally  large. The light quarks acquire 
their masses from the vev of the fundam ental scalar so that no higher-dimension op­
erators need to be introduced. In this particular scenario the masses of both scalar
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fields obtain corrections proportional to A* and since this scale is not very large, 
the hierarchy can be controlled. Effectively, we end up with a  two Higgs doublet 
model a t low energies and we study its phenomenology in order to  impose bounds on 
the param eter space. This discussion will conclude the study of the first two issues 
mentioned at the beginning of this Chapter.
In Chapter 4 we discuss a  possible mechanism for avoiding proton decay. When 
one takes the SM as an effective theory up to M P, we expect non-renormalizable 
operators suppressed by powers of Mp  th a t violate baryon and lepton number and 
lead to proton decay a t an unacceptable rate. The strongest contributions come 
from operators with dimension 6  (or 5 if the model is supersymmetric) and thus are 
suppressed by two powers (or one power) M P. It is desirable to  find a mechanism 
th a t would naturally suppress or completely remove such operators. We accomplish 
this by gauging baryon number. In so doing, a new gauge boson is introduced into 
the theory and we explore its phenomenology. In particular we show tha t there is a 
possibility that a new light leptophobic gauge boson exists and has evaded detection.
The general framework can be summarized as follows. Once baryon number has 
been gauged, new kinetic term s arise
£*£" =  -  j f T - F W  -  . (i-io)
where Fg '  represents the stress-energy tensor associated with the new U (l)p and F^v 
the equivalent for U (l)y . The second term  in Eq. (1.10) is allowed by gauge invariance 
and must be included. If the param eter c is assumed to be zero a t some high energy 
scale then it is only generated radiatively, so th a t it is small at low energies; one can 
therefore treat the mixing term  as a perturbation. The new Z 1 couples to leptons only 
through the resulting Z° — Z 1 and j  — Z '  mixing. These corrections are proportional
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to the param eter c and are small, hence the nam e leptophobic. In Chapter 4 we 
present the results for a  Z '  in the 1 — 10 GeV mass range.
In C hapter 5 the idea of gauging baryon num ber is used to solve the problem of 
proton decay in theories w ith extra dimensions. In  this case the problem is accentu­
ated because of the fact th a t the scale of quantum  gravity is low and the operators 
that violate baryon number are no longer as suppressed. By gauging baryon num ber 
we show tha t models exist which can solve this problem by elim inating the dangerous 
operators, even when the symmetry is spontaneously broken. Furthermore, since we 
work in an extra  dimensional framework, the phenomenology of this model can have 
interesting signatures in future collider experiments at the Tevatron.
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Maximal Neutrino Mixing from a 
Minimal Flavor Symmetry
2.1 In troduction
I t is possible th a t the observed hierarchy of fermion masses and mixing angles 
originates from the  spontaneous breakdown of a new sym m etry G f  th a t acts hori­
zontally across th e  three standard model generations. Ideally, all Yukawa couplings 
except that of the  top quark are forbidden by G f  invariance a t high energies; the  
remaining ones are generated when a set of fields <p th a t transform  nontrivially under 
G f  develop vacuum expectation values (vevs). A hierarchy in couplings is obtained 
if G f  is broken sequentially at energy scales through a series of nested subgroups 
Hi , such that
At each stage of the  symmetry breaking there is an associated small dimensionless 
parameter (<pi) / M f , where fa is a ‘flavon’ field whose vev is responsible for the breaking 
Hi_i  —»■ Hi , and where M f  is the ultraviolet cutoff of the G /-invariant effective theory. 
The ratios f a / M f  appear in higher-dimension operators th a t contribute to Yukawa 
couplings in the low-energy theory. For example, the superpotential term
G f  i ? 2  - for {H > fJ,2 > V3 ■ ■ • (2 .1)
(2.2)
13
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leads to a bottom  quark Yukawa coupling of order {(f>b)/Mf. The most general set of 
operators involving the fields of the minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM) 
and the (f) fields must provide for Yukawa textures that are phenomenologically viable. 
If flavor universality of scalar superpartner masses is not sim ply a consequence of the 
mechanism by which supersymmetry breaking is mediated [26, 27, 28, 29], then a 
successful model must also explain why these scalars do not contribute to flavor- 
changing neutral current processes a t unacceptable levels.
Models w ith horizontal symmetries have been proposed w ith G /  either gauged or 
global, continuous or discrete, Abelian or non-Abelian, or some appropriate combina­
tion thereof [30, 31]. Abelian flavor symmetries have been used successfully to explain 
the absence of supersymmetric flavor-changing processes by aligning the fermion and 
sfermion mass matrices [30]. However, the freedom to choose a number of new U (l) 
charges for each MSSM m atter field represents so much freedom that these models 
seem ad hoc, a t least from a low-energy point of view. Non-Abelian symmetries are 
more restrictive, as the Yukawa matrices generally decompose into a smaller number 
of irreducible G /  representations. Thus, it is not unreasonable to expect that mini­
mal models exist th a t are both successful and aesthetically compelling. This is the 
primary m otivation for the current work.
In non-Abelian flavor models, the existence of three generations of m atter fields, 
the heaviness of the top quark, and the  absence of supersymmetric flavor-changing 
processes together suggest a 2©1 representation structure for the  MSSM m atter fields. 
W ith this choice it is not only possible to distinguish the th ird  generation, but also to 
achieve an exact degeneracy between superparticles of the first two generations when 
G f is unbroken. In the low-energy theory, this degeneracy is lifted by the same small 
symmetry-breaking parameters that determine the light fermion Yukawa couplings,
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so tha t FCNC effects remain adequately suppressed, even with superparticle masses 
less than a TeV.
A particularly elegant model of this type considered in the literature assumes 
the continuous, global symmetry G f  =U (2 ) [13, 14, 15]. Quaxks and leptons are 
assigned to 2 0 1  representations, so th a t in tensor notation one may represent the 
three generations of any m atter field by F a + F z , where a  is a U(2) index, a n d  F  is
Q, U, D, L, or E.  A set of flavons is introduced consisting of <f>a, Sab, and  Aa&., where
4> is a U(2) doublet, and S'(A) is a symmetric (antisymmetric) U(2) triplet (singlet). 
The doublet and trip let flavons acquire the vevs
W  / ' o N  . (S) ( o  ON , .
) ’ and S 7 = ( o  e ) '  <2 '3)
the most general set of nonvanishing entries consistent w ith an unbroken U ( l)  sym­
m etry tha t rotates all first generation-fields by a phase. This residual U (l) sym m etry 
is broken at a somewhat lower scale by the flavon A
M = ( o e
M f  \  - £' 0
(2.4)
where e' <  e. Thus, the sequential breaking
U{2) 17(1) - A  nothing , (2.5)
yields a Yukawa texture for the down quarks, for example, of the form
/  0  dx^  0  \
Y d «  I —die' d2e d3e I £ , (2.6)
\  0 d ^ e  d $  J
where dx, . . .  , d$ are 0 (1 ) coefficients. W ith the choice e ~  0.02 and e' «  0.004, 
this texture achieves the correct hierarchy in down quark mass eigenvalues an d  gives 
contributions of the  appropriate size to entries of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa
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(CKM) matrix. The 0 (1 ) coefficients may be determined from a global fit, as in 
Ref. [15]. The ratio  m&/m£ is assumed to be unrelated to U(2) symmetry breaking, 
and is simply pu t into the low-energy theory by hand. T his is accomplished by 
choosing the free param eter £ in Eq. (2.6).
While the form of Yq is viable, U(2) sym m etry by itself cannot explain the differ­
ences between the hierarchies within Yd and Yu- Quark mass ratios renormalized a t 
the grand unified scale are given approximately by [32]
m d :: m s :: mb =  A4 :: A2 :: 1 , (2-7)
while
m u :: m c :: m t =  A8 :: A4 :: 1 , (2-8)
where A «  0.22 is the Cabibbo angle. Clearly, an additional suppression factor p is 
required in Yu for those elements that contribute most significantly to the up and 
charm quark mass eigenvalues,
/  0 uiefp 0 \
Y u «  — u i ^ p  u 2 e p  u 3 e  , (2.9)
\  0 u4e u $  J
where Ui . . .  U5 are 0 (1 ) coefficients. By embedding the U(2) model in a  grand unified 
theory it is possible to obtain e naturally; the model can then accommodate all 
the desired fermion mass hierarchies for choices of the coefficients and d{ that are 
all of order one [15]. For example, in an SU(5) GUT, Yu  is associated with the 
coupling 10-10-5, where the 10’s represent m atter fields, and  the 5 is the Higgs field
H . However,
10 ® 10 =  5S 0  45a ® 50s , (2.10)
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where the subscripts indicate symmetry or antisymmetry under interchange of the 
two 1 0 ’s. If we assume that the antisymmetric flavon A  is an SU(5) singlet, the 
product AH' is a  5a, and does not contribute to Yu- Similarly, if the flavon S  is a  
75 with a vev in the hypercharge direction in SU(5) space, then the part of S H  th a t 
contains the Higgs doublet field transforms as a 45s, which again does not contribute 
to  Yu. To obtain  nonvanishing couplings of the right size in the upper two-by-two 
block of Yu one introduces a singlet flavon £  th a t transforms as an SU(5) adjoint. The 
vev of S  implies th a t the breakings of both  U(2 ) to U (l) and  SU(5) to the standard 
model gauge group are associated with vevs of order e. Thus, it is natural to assume 
(£) e, which provides exactly the desired value of p in Eq. (2.9). Moreover, the 
SU(5) assignments for A  and S  provide for a Georgi-Jarlskog mechanism [25], so th a t 
unified U(2) models successfully account for the charged lepton mass spectrum as 
well.
While the textures that follow from the simple two-step breaking of a U(2) flavor 
symmetry are indeed minimal, the original symmetry group is not. It is natural 
to ask whether there are small discrete groups that work equally well as horizontal 
symmetries. In this Chapter we show th a t the charged fermion Yukawa textures 
usually associated with U(2) models may be reproduced assuming the symmetry 
G / = T ' x Z3, and the breaking pattern
T ' ® Zz Z% - —*■ nothing. (2.11)
Here, T ' is the  double tetrahedral group, a discrete subgroup of SU(2) corresponding 
to the symmetry of a regular tetrahedron. The factor Z® is the diagonal subgroup of 
a  Z$ C T ' and the additional Zz factor (see Section 2.4). Since U(2) is isomorphic to 
SU (2)xU (l), it is not surprising th a t our discrete symmetry is a product of a discrete
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subgroup of SU(2) and a discrete subgroup of U (l). Moreover, this symmetry is 
minimal in the sense th a t
•  T ' is the smallest discrete subgroup of SU(2) (and in fact the smallest group of 
any kind) with 1-, 2- and 3-dimensional representations and the multiplication 
rule 2<g>2=3©l. These two ingredients are necessary to reproduce the successful 
U(2 ) textures.
•  Zz is the smallest discrete subgroup of U (l) that allows G f  to  contain a subgroup 
forbidding all order O(e') entries in the Yukawa textures.
The latter statem ent applies to models in which T  is a discrete gauge symmetry 
(see Section 2.2); models with a global T ' symmetry do not require any additional 
Abelian factors, as we demonstrate in Section 2.7. The use of discrete gauge rather 
than global symmetries is motivated by various arguments th a t the la tter are violated 
at order one by quantum  gravitational effects [34]. In two of the  models we present, 
T ' is an anomaly-free discrete gauge symmetry, while the additional Zn factor is not. 
As in many of the Abelian models described in the literature [30], we simply assume 
that the Zn factor may be embedded in a U (l) gauge symmetry whose anomalies axe 
cancelled by the Green-Schwarz mechanism [16]. Thus, our models may be viewed 
as consistent low-energy effective theories for flavor symmetries th a t are local in a  
complete, high-energy theory.
On a  more practical level, the different representation structure of T 1 allows for 
elegant solutions to the solar and atmospheric neutrino problems th a t do not alter the 
predictive quark and charged lepton Yukawa textures, nor require the introduction of 
sterile neutrinos. W hile similar results can be obtained in some SO(10)xU(2) mod­
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els [35], we obtain our successful solutions using a much sm aller symmetry structure . 1
In  addition, we propose two new models involving T ' symmetry. The first model, 
based on the discrete gauge sym m etry T ' x Z6, reproduces all important features 
of the  SU (5)xU(2) model without requiring a field-theoretic grand unified theory. In 
o ther words, the suppression of m u and rac in the SU (5)xU (2) theory described 
earlier is achieved in T ' x Z6 w ithout SU(5). In addition, the ratio m b/m t, which 
is not explained in SU(5)xU(2), is predicted in our m odel to be of 0(e) «  0.02 
for tan/3 ~  0 (1 ), where tan/3 is th e  ratio of Higgs field vevs (H u)/(H D). In a 
second model, we consider the implications of T ' as a purely global flavor symmetry. 
A lthough in this case the sym m etry may not be fundam ental, it  could still arise as 
an  accidental symmetry at low energies. We show th a t it is possible to construct a 
viable model based on T ' alone, w ith  no additional A belian factors. While it is well 
known th a t supersymmetric models w ith a continuous SU(2) flavor symmetry and 
a 2  © 1 representation structure do not have viable Yukawa textures, our global T ' 
m odel demonstrates th a t discrete subgroups of SU(2) rem ain viable alternatives.
This Chapter is organized as follows. In the next section, we discuss the m eaning 
of discrete gauge symmetries and th e  relevant anomaly-cancellation constraints in 
the  low-energy effective theory. In Sections 2.3 and 2.4, we review the group theory 
of T ' and present a minimal m odel [33]. In Section 2.5 we fit predictions of the 
m odel to charged fermion and neutrino masses and m ixing angles, including the most 
significant renormalization group effects. In Section 2.6, we present the T ' x Z§ model 
th a t  reproduces the im portant features of the SU(5)xU(2) model with neither SU(5) 
nor U(2). In Section 2.7, we show how to construct a  viable global T ' model w ith
no Abelian factors. In Section 2.8 we comment on one scenario involving sterile
LFor a similar approach, see Ref. [36].
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neutrinos, and in the final section we summarize our conclusions.
2.2 W hat Is a  D iscrete G auge Sym m etry?
Let us define a discrete gauge symmetry provisionally as a discrete remnant of a 
spontaneously broken continuous gauge symmetry. Below the breaking scale A of the 
continuous symmetry, the low-energy effective Lagrangian has interactions th a t are 
invariant under the unbroken discrete group, no massless gauge fields, and derivatives 
tha t transform  trivially. It would seem then th a t this effective theory is identical to 
one with a purely global discrete symmetry. In this section, we review the arguments 
suggesting th a t this is not the case. We first illustrate how gauge invariance of a 
theory spontaneously broken to a discrete subgroup dictates the form of all terms 
in the low-energy effective theory, and thus renders its discrete invariance immune 
to wormhole dynamics. We then show that a theory with a discrete gauge symme­
try  predicts topological defects not present in a theory with a global symmetry, and 
tha t these play am important role in demonstrating tha t discrete gauge charges leave 
quantum-mechanical hair on black holes. Both observations suggest th a t discrete 
gauge symmetries axe viable as candidates for fundamental symmetries of nature. 
After reviewing these arguments we summarize the  anomaly-cancellation constraints 
relevant to  low-energy theories with discrete gauge symmetries. We use these con­
straints in constructing models throughout this Chapter.
Following a  discussion by Banks [37], let us consider the low-energy effective the­
ory th a t results from spontaneously breaking a U (l) gauge symmetry to a discrete 
subgroup. The full theory consists of two scalar fields x  and 0  with U (l) charges q 
and 1, respectively, where q is an integer. The Lagrangian is the usual one for an
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Abelian Higgs model:
£  = + |dpx -  iqApX? +  \d^ 4> ~  iA^ | 2 +  V(x*x)-
(2 .12)
The potential V  is such that the  x  field acquires a vacuum expectation value A. Let 
us rewrite the Lagrangian using the nonlinear field redefinition x  — (A +  a )e%e/ a/2- 
This yields
£  =  +  \ d ^ a  +  i (A  +  crfid^Q  -  q A t f  + \ d ^  -  iA ^ \*  +  V{a) ,
2  2  (2.13)
where a  is the Higgs field and 9 is the would-be longitudinal component of the U (l) 
gauge boson in unitary gauge. We choose to construct a low-energy effective theory 
in which the a  field, which has a mass of order A, is integrated out. However, we 
retain the gauge field A^ as well as the unphysical scalar field 9. Although the gauge 
symmetry is spontaneously broken, the Lagrangian of the theory remains invariant 
under the local U (l) transformation:
4> ->■ el'a(lV, A » A 13- +  d^otix), 9 ^ 9  + qa{x). (2.14)
The low-energy effective Lagrangian then consists of the kinetic terms
c  =  -  ^  +  | +  i A 2 ( d „ 0  -  qA „ )2 , ( 2 .1 5 )
as well as the most general set of gauge-invariant operators involving the fields $, 
el°, and covariant derivatives, w ith powers of A included to obtain the correct mass 
dimensions. We can classify the interactions in the effective Lagrangian that involve 
4> into two types: terms that are invariant under global U (l) transformations on (j> 
alone (with the other fields held fixed), and those that are not. A typical term of the 
first type is <f)*cf>] terms of the second type necessarily involve the U (l) gauge-invariant




o r similar products with derivatives. Such term s are invariant under a  Z q phase 
ro tation  of the field 0 alone. Thus, gauge invariance of the low-energy theory implies it 
m ust have an unbroken Z q symmetry. Since this is a  consequence of a local symmetry, 
i t  cannot be violated by wormhole dynamics.
We now show th a t information on discrete gauge charges is not lost when a charged 
particle falls into a black hole. To do so, first note th a t the Abelian Higgs model has 
stable cosmic string solutions. In the case where 0 =  0, the kinetic energy terms in 
Eq. (2.15) are minimized when
For nonsingular gauge field configurations, this is related to Ay, =  0 by a gauge 
transform ation. However, singular solutions also exist; a  cosmic string along the xz 
axis corresponds to
1
A i =   2 ,  i , j  =  1,2 , 6 — a r c t a n ^ /x i )  . (2.18)
q x f+ x £
I f  one couples the  gauge field to a classical current then the change in the action 
by adding one such cosmic string is
which follows from Eq. (2.17). Taking to be the current of a particle with unit 
U (l) charge (and hence nontrivial Z q charge) th a t circles the string, one finds th a t
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This implies an observable Aharanov-Bohm effect in the scattering of particles with 
discrete gauge charge off cosmic strings. Krauss and Wilczek [38] use this observation 
to argue th a t the scattering of a cosmic string off a  particle with discrete gauge charge 
th a t is falling into a black hole is insensitive to the  point a t which the particle crosses 
the event horizon. Thus, the discrete charge of the  particle is not lost, and  the black 
hole grows quantum-mechanical hair.
I t is interesting to note th a t the  discussion above may be rephrased in unitary 
gauge by making the initial replacements
-  ( 1  /q)dpO, and $  =  e~i9,q<j> , (2 .2 1 )
in Eq. (2.13), which then becomes
C =  +  \ d ^ a  +  i (A  +  *)2 q2 B » B [1 + \ d ^  -  iB ^ \ 2 +  V(<r) .4 g 2 Z £2  22j
Unlike the previous approach, all the fields above are gauge-invariant; one may in­
tegrate out Bp and a , and obtain all the possible Z^-in variant interactions involving 
the  light field <5. This formulation of the low-energy theory is peculiar in th a t the 
periodicity of 6  implies that
e2n7ri/9$  =  <£, for all integers n. (2.23)
Thus, the field manifold of (p is no t the complex plane C, but rather the orbifold 
C jZ q\ Field configurations connected by Zq transform ations are identified, and hence 
are physically redundant, the hallm ark of a gauge symmetry. Given th is manifold, 
the  field $  has a conical singularity a t the origin in field space; strings in unitary 
gauge correspond to $  field configurations th a t wrap around this singularity as the 
azim uthal angle varies from 0  to 27r.
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As the previous U (l) —> Z q example demonstrates, a  discrete gauge symmetry can 
arise in a renormalizable field theory when a continuous gauge symmetry is sponta­
neously broken by a Higgs field vev tha t leaves a discrete symmetry unbroken. The 
same can occur for non-Abelian symmetries as well. For example, one may break 
a gauged SU(2) symmetry with a Higgs field transforming as a 7 (which contains 
a T ' singlet), leaving the theory invariant under T '. On the other hand, the U(l) 
—»• Z q example suggests how a discrete symmetry may be defined without an explicit 
embedding in a continuous group. In string theory, the discrete symmetry may be 
a remnant of general coordinate invariance, ordinary gauge invariance, or the larger 
gauge symmetry of string theory [37]. For our purposes, however, the nature of the 
high energy theory is irrelevant.
It is worth mentioning in passing that spontaneously-broken discrete gauge sym­
metries have domain walls th a t are not topologically stable. Holes bounded by strings 
may spontaneously nucleate, allowing the walls to tear themselves to pieces while dis­
sipating energy through gravitational radiation [39]. The effectiveness of this mech­
anism at avoiding cosmological problems is not relevant to our discussion since the 
flavor-symmetry-breaking scale in our models is high enough (of order the unification 
scale) tha t all topological defects are eliminated by inflation.
Finally, it is relevant to  consider whether there are any constraints on the low- 
energy particle content of theories with discrete gauge symmetries. Since continu­
ous gauge symmetries must satisfy anomaly-cancellation conditions, the particle con­
tent of low-energy theories with discrete gauge symmetries is restricted. Ibanez and 
Ross [23] were the first to consider the constraints on a discrete gauged Zq symmetry, 
and their results were refined by Banks and Dine [24]: Let Go be a simple factor 
of the continuous group in which a discrete gauge symmetry is embedded, and let
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G a and G n  represent the unbroken Abelian and non-Abelian gauge symmetries of 
the low-energy effective theory. Cancellation of the GoG^  anomaly is the only new 
requirement for consistency of the low-energy theory; all other anomaly-cancellation 
constraints involving Go can be satisfied by the introduction of heavy states. Banks 
and Dine point o u t th a t this requirement, termed the  linear Ibanez-Ross condition, 
is equivalent to dem anding discrete gauge invariance of nonperturbative interactions 
generated by instantons of the unbroken continuous gauge groups. This observation 
demonstrates th a t  consistency of a discrete gauge sym m etry a t low energies can be 
established w ithout reference to any particular embedding.
2.3 T h e  G ro u p  T '
All of the sym m etries described in this Chapter contain T ', the double tetrahedral
group . 2 Geometrically, T ' is defined as the group of all 24 proper rotations in three
dimensions leaving a  regular tetrahedron invariant in the SU(2) double covering of
SO(3). This perhaps opaque definition may be understood in the following way. There
exists a  group o f  12 elements called the tetrahedral group T , consisting of all proper
rotations in th ree  dimensions leaving a  regular tetrahedron invariant (Fig. 2.1). It
is constructed by  parameterizing th e  group SO (3) o f all proper rotations in three
dimensions in term s of familiar Euler angles, and th en  restricting to those discrete
values of angles describing rotations taking a regular tetrahedron into coincidence
with itself. The sam e Euler angles describe rotations in  SU(2) space, since SU(2) and
SO(3) are locally isomorphic, so th a t  T ' is the subgroup of SU(2) corresponding to
the same Euler angles as T  C SO (3). One therefore expects that even-dimensional
representations of T ' are spinorial, i.e., are m ultiplied by —1 under a 27r rotation
2For a review o f  basic terms of discrete group theory, see Ref. [21]
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F igure 2.1 Geometrical illustration of the group T'  or T.  The rotations C2 and C3 
generate all other rotations in each group.
(called R  in the literature), while odd-dimensional representations of T ' coincide with 
those of T  and are invariant under this rotation, as may be verified by the character 
table, Table 2 .1 . T' is generated by the rotations C2 and C3 depicted in Fig. 2.1. 
Because of the double-valued nature of T' rotations, these elements actually have 
orders 4 and 6 , respectively. For reasons to be described below, it turns out to be 
convenient to present explicit representations (reps) for an element of order 4 (such 
as C2) and one of order 3 (such as C3 R). We label these elements as <75 and <79, 
respectively ;3 then V  is defined by the multiplication rules g \ ~ g \  — 1, g$g\ =  <7i<79> 
and gsg$lgs =  <7 9 <7 5 <7 9 .  One m ay then show th a t each of the 24 elements may be 
written uniquely in the canonical form g<jggg^ , where p — 0 , ± 1 , and if q =  0  or 2  
then r  =  0 , while if q =  ± 1  then  r  =  0 , ± 1 .
The group T ' is central to  our model building since it is the smallest with 1-,
3The element labels are chosen to coincide with those of Thomas and Wood, Ref. [22], where T' 
is seen to be isomorphic to SL2 (Fa), the group of two-by-two unimodular matrices whose elements 
are added and multiplied as integers modulo 3.
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Sample element E R c 2 , c 2r c 3 c l c 3r C 2R
O rder of class 1 1 6 4 4 4 4
O rder of element 1 2 4 6 3 3 6
1 ° I 1 1 I I 1 1
1 + 1 I 1 V V V V2
1 ~ 1 1 1 TJ2 V v2 1
2 ° 2 - 2 0 1 - 1 - 1 I
2 + 2 - 2 0 V ~12 - v 9V
2 ~ 2 - 2 0 if - v 9- v 1
3 3 3 - 1 0 0 0 0
Table 2.1 C haracter table o f  the double tetrahedral group T '. T he phase 77 is exp(27ri/3).
2-, and 3-dimensional reps and the multiplication rule 2 ® 2 =  3 © 1. T ' models 
therefore allow for flavons th a t perform the same roles as 0a, Sa6 and A ab in the U(2) 
model. The only other 24-element group th a t has reps of the same dimensions is the 
octahedral group O  (which is isomorphic to S 4 ). In this case, however, the product 
of two doublet reps does not contain a triplet, and the analogy to U(2) is lost.
More specifically, T ' has three singlets 1 ° and 1 ±, three doublets, 2 ° and 2± , 
and one triplet, 3. The triality superscript provides a concise way of stating the 
multiplication rules for these reps: W ith the identification of ±  as ± 1 , trialities add 
under addition modulo three, and the following rules hold:
1 ® R = R ® 1 = R  for any rep R,  2 ® 2 =  3 © 1,
2  ® 3  =  3  <g> 2 =  2° © 2+ © 2~, 3 ® 3  =  3 © 3 © l ° 0  1+ 0  1~ ^  ^
Note that trialities flip sign under Hermitian conjugation, so th a t 2 + ® 2~ =  3 © 1° 
while (2+)t ® 2~  =  3 © 1+ .
The m ultiplication of T ' representations may be made explicit by the use of 
Clebsch-Gordan matrices. For example, let the fields x  and ip be column vectors 
th a t transform as 2 + and 2 ~ under T", respectively. From the rules above, we know
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th a t the product of these reps contains a trivial singlet, the 1°, Hbut it is not immedi­
ately clear how to construct this representation out of the givena fields. Formally, we 
seek a m atrix M  such that the product
xTMip xTMip (2.25)
under the transformations x R{d)x  and ip —> R(g)x> where RZ is a two-dimensional 
m atrix rep, and g runs over all elements of the group. From oour earlier discussion, 
it is only necessary that we consider transformations assoc ia ted  with the defining 
elements, <75 and <79, to solve for the form of M; in the present csase, one finds th a t M  
is proportional to the Pauli m atrix <7 2 . This algebraic proceduree is easily generalized 
to products of other reps. Explicit m atrix representations for th»e generating elements 
g5 and (79, as well as the complete set of Clebsch-Gordan maatrices for combining 
T ' reps are provided in Chapter 2.9. The reader should keepp in mind th a t these 
Clebsch-Gordan matrices must be taken into account if one is to rreproduce the Yukawa 
textures presented later in this Chapter. For example, withoutc the factor of cr2, one 
might not realize tha t a vev in the first component of x  coupL.es only to the second 
component of ip.
As mentioned in Section 2.1, we also require th a t our d isc re te  flavor symmetry 
contain a subgroup that rotates first-generation m atter fields tiby a phase. This sub­
group plays the same role as the intermediate U(l) sym m etry im  the U(2) model, and 
must forbid all entries in the first row and column of each Y ukaw a matrix. The small­
est discrete subgroup that one might consider is a  Z 2 th a t flipps the sign of all first 
generation m atter fields. Unfortunately, such a transform ation, leaves the 11 entry of 
each Yukawa m atrix  invariant (two sign flips), so th a t the up am d down quarks could, 
in principle, acquire masses that are too large. A Z$ phase notation, on the other
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hand, does not lead to the same problem, and a  Z 3 subgroup of T ' is generated by 
the element g9 defined previously. From Section 2.9, we see that the two-dimensional 
representation matrices for the element <79 are given by
S9(20) =  (  0  V )  ’ " {2+) = (  0  ^  )  ’ S9(2_) =  (  0  1  )  ’ (2.26)
where 77 =  exp(27rz/3). If m atter fields of the first two generations are assigned to 
the 2~ rep, one then obtains the desired phase ro tation  under the Z 3 subgroup. This 
observation is a t the heart of the global T' model presented in Section 2.7 .4
As we see below, however, models in which T r is free of discrete gauge anomalies 
are much easier to construct if m atter fields are assigned to the 2° rep instead. In this 
case, let us consider extending the flavor symmetry group to T ' x Z3 . We identify a 
new tria lity  index 0 , +  and — with the Z3 phase rotations 1 , 77, and rj2, respectively. 
Like the T ' indices, the Z3 trialities also combine via addition modulo 3. Reps of 
T ' x  Z z are denoted by affixing this additional tria lity  as a superscript, e.g., 2 +_. 
We now identify the desired intermediate sym m etry as the diagonal subgroup of the 
original Z3, generated by the element <79. and the new Z3 factor. We call th is subgroup 
Z $ henceforth. It is easy to see th a t the rep 20- transforms under Z3°  by the matrix
( 2!) ( 2 - 2 7 )
which is simply the product of gg(2°) and r f. T he m atter field assignments 20_© I 00, 
and the  breaking pattern T ' x Z 3 —> Z3°  —>• noth ing  are at the heart of the minimal 
flavor model discussed in the next section. It is worth pointing out th a t the reps l 00,
I "1 , 1 - + , 2 0 - , 2 ++ and 2 - 0  are special in th a t  these singlet reps and the second
4One can also imagine models in. which the symmetry group breaks to a non-Abelian subgroup; 
however, in this case the simple rephasing of multiplet components under the subgroup is not 
guaranteed.
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component of the doublets remain invariant under . Thus any 2  © 1  combination 
of these reps is potentially useful in building models with U(2)-like textures.
Finally, we return to the issue of anomaly cancellation. We pointed out in Sec­
tion 2 . 2  th a t consistency of a discrete gauge symmetry a t low energies only requires 
the cancellation of anomalies tha t (1) involve the unbroken non-Abelian continuous 
gauge groups, and (2 ) are linear in a continuous group in which the discrete group 
is embedded. If we embed T ' in SU(2), then these constraints are satisfied auto­
matically, providing th a t the particle content of a given model fills complete SU(2) 
representations. Let us therefore consider the embedding of T ' in SU(2) in more 
detail.
The group SU(2) has one rep of each nonnegative integral dimension n  (the spin 
{n —1)/2 rep), while T ' has only singlet, doublet, and triplet reps. It must be the case 
th a t large SU(2) reps break up into a number of T ' reps with the same total dimension. 
To see this decomposition, consider the characteristic polynomial of matrices in each 
of the T ' reps for any two rotations that generate the full group. The same can 
be done for the full SU(2) group restricted to the particular Euler angles that give 
T '. Then a large rep m atrix of SU(2) is block-diagonalizable into smaller blocks 
corresponding to rep matrices of T'; in particular, the characteristic polynomial of 
the SU(2) m atrix is the product of those of the T ' matrices. It is then possible to 
extract which T ' reps appear in a given SU(2) rep, as well as their multiplicities. The 
results of this decomposition are summarized in Table 2 .2 . There we see tha t the 
1 °, 2 °, and 3 reps of T ' correspond to the complete 1 , 2, and 3 reps of SU(2). It 
follows, for example, th a t T ' is non-anomalous in all models utilizing the 20- © l 00 
representation structure for the m atter fields (with Higgs fields as singlets). Note 
th a t there is no meaningful low-energy constraint on the Zz charges since Abelian
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SU(2) rep m ultiplicity T r rep decomposition
127V 27V {2 ° © 2 + © 2 - }
127V +  1 1° © TV {1° © 1+ © 1“ © 3 • 3}
127V +  2 2° © 2TV {2° ® 2+ 0  2 - }
127V+  3 3 © TV {1° © 1+ © 1“ © 3 • 3}
127V 4-4 {2 + © 2 ~ } © 27V {2 ° © 2 + © 2 “ }
12iV -F 5 {1+ © 1“ © 3} © TV {1° © 1+ © 1“ © 3 • 3}
127V+  6 (27V +  1 ) {2° 0  2+ 0  2- }
127V 4 - 7 {1° © 2 • 3} © TV {1° © 1+ © 1“ © 3 • 3}
127V 4- 8 2° © (27V +  1) {2° © 2+ © 2“ }
127V+  9 {1° © 1+ © 1“ © 2 • 3} © TV {1° © 1+ © 1" © 3 • 3}
127V 4- 10 {2 + © 2 “ } © (27V +  1) {2 ° © 2 + © 2~ }
127V 4-11 {1+ © 1“ © 3 • 3} © TV {1° © 1+ © 1“ © 3 - 3}
T ab le  2.2 Decomposition of SU(2) reps into reps of T '. TV is any nonnegative integer.
factors may be embedded at high energies in U(l) gauge groups whose anomalies are 
cancelled by the Green-Schwarz mechanism [16].
2.4 A  M in im a l M odel
In this section we present a minimal T ' x  Zz model which we study in quantitative 
detail in Section 2.5. The three generations of m atter fields are assigned to the T ' x  Zz 
reps 20_ © l 00 while the Higgs fields H u,d are taken to  be pure G j  singlets. Given 
these assignments, it  is easy to obtain the transformation properties of the Yukawa 
matrices,
Y u ,d ,l
(  [3- © I 0"] [2°+] '\ 
[2 "+] | [1 » ] )  ■ (2.28)
Equation (2.28) indicates the flavon reps needed to construct the fermion mass m a­
trices, namely, l 0 - , 2 0+, and 3“ , which we call A , $, and 5 , respectively. Once 
these flavons acquire vevs, the flavor group is broken. We are interested in a two-step
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breaking
T' <S> Zz Z% nothing, (2.29)
where e' <  e again represent ratios of flavon vevs to the  scale M f.  Since we have chosen 
a ‘special’ doublet rep for the first two generations, which transforms as diag{r7, 1 } 
under Z®, only the 22, 23, and 32 entries of the Yukawa matrices may develop vevs 
of O(e) originating from vevs in S  and (f). The sym m etry Z® is then broken by 
a l 0- vev of 0 (e '). The Clebsch-Gordan coefficient th a t couples a  I 0- to two 2°~ 
doublets is proportional to cr2, so the e' appears in an  antisymmetric matrix. These 
considerations yield the textures
0 e7 0 \
- e ' e e , (2.30)
0  e l /
where 0 (1 ) coefficients have been om itted. Since the l 0- and 3~ flavon vevs appear as 
antisymmetric and symmetric matrices, respectively, all features of the grand unified 
extension of the U(2) model are obtained here, assum ing the same GUT transfor­
m ation properties are assigned to 4>, S , and A. One can also show readily th a t the 
squark and slepton mass-squared matrices are the sam e as in the U(2) model.
This simple model can be extended to describe the  observed deficit of solar and 
atmospheric neutrinos. Models for lepton masses were constructed both with and 
without the assumption of SU(5) unification. The la tte r possibility is of interest, 
for example, if one is only concerned with explaining flavor physics of the lepton 
sector, and is provided for completeness. In either case, the proposed extensions yield 
viable neutrino textures with naturally  large mixing between the second and third 
generations. Moreover, these extensions do not alter the charged fermion textures, so 
th a t all the relations between masses and mixing angles in the U(2) model are also
Yu,,D,L
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predictions of T ' x  Zz- We now present two cases.
Case I: Here we do not assume grand unification, so that all flavons are SU(5)
in the th ird  generation. Since uR are singlets under the standard model gauge groups, 
introducing a 1 “ field by itself creates no anomaly problems. The neutrino Dirac and
Note tha t one obtains the same triplet and nontrivial singlet in the upper two-by- 
two block as in the charged fermion mass matrices, as well as one of the same flavon 
doublets, the 2 0+; the rep I 0- is not present in M r r , since Majorana mass matrices are 
symmetric. In addition we obtain the reps 2+0, I "1 , and 1_+, which did not appear 
in Eq. (2.28). New flavon fields can now be introduced with these transformation 
properties, and their effects on the neutrino physics explored. Let us introduce a 
single5 new flavon </>„ transforming as a 2 + 0  and w ith a vev
where cr2 is the  Clebsch th a t couples the  two doublets to 1° . This new flavon is the
only extension we make to the model in order to describe the neutrino phenomenology.
5  Assuming more than one leads to the same qualitative results.
singlets. We introduce three generations of right-handed neutrinos transforming as
uR ~  2 °~ © 1 -+ . (2.31)
Note that this representation choice differs from th a t of the other m atter fields only
Majorana mass matrices then allow flavons th a t do not contribute to  the charged 
fermion mass matrices. Their transformation properties are given by
(2.32)
(2.33)
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After introducing 4>u, the neutrino Dirac and M ajorana mass matrices read
(2.34)
(2.35)
where Ar  is the right-handed neutrino mass scale, and we have parameterized the 
0(1) coefficients. Furthermore, the charged lepton Yukawa m atrix  including 0(1) 
coefficients reads
The factor of 3 in the 22 entry is simply assumed at present, but originates from the 
Georgi-Jarlskog mechanism in the grand unified case considered next.
The left-handed M ajorana mass matrix M Ll follows from the seesaw mechanism
where we have suppressed the 0(1) coefficients. It is clear by inspection tha t we 
naturally obtain large mixing between second- and third-generation neutrinos. It is 
also im portant to point out th a t the two eigenvalues of Eq. (2.38) th a t appear to be of 
0 (1 ) depend sensitively on the products of a large number of order one coefficients. It 
is easy to obtain a hierarchy of order 1 0  in the two largest mass eigenvalues, without 
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by more than  a  factor of 2 . This comment is important in understanding how the 
reasonable coefficients given above Eq. (2.43) account for the differing mass scales 
associated w ith atm ospheric and solar neutrino oscillations.
pute the neutrino CKM m atrix. If M ^i and Yjr, are diagonalized by M ll =  W M °LW*, 
Yl =  Ul Y ^ U ^  then
The observed atm ospheric neutrino fluxes may be explained by u,j.~uT mixing if 
sin2 2 0 2 3  0 . 8  and 1 0 - 3  <  A m \z <  1 0 -2 , while the solar neutrino deficit may be ac­
commodated by ue — mixing assuming the small-angle MSW  solution 2 x 10- 3  
<  sin2 2 0 1 2  <  1 0 - 2  for 4 x  1 0 ~ 6 <  A m f2 <  1 0 -5, where all squared masses are 
given in eV2 [2, 41]. These regions of param eter space are the  ones obtained most 
naturally from our models . 6 Since A# is not determined from sym m etry considera­
tions, it is only necessary to reproduce A m 23 /A m f2- Assuming the  previous values
6The experimental ranges for neutrino mixing parameters follow from a two-neutrino mixing 
approximation which is valid only if the mixing angle Qx$ <  15° [40]. This condition is satisfied in 
all our models.
In order to  determ ine neutrino oscillation parameters precisely one needs to com-
v  =  u[w. (2.39)
We parameterize this m atrix  as in Ref. [40],
C 1 2 C 1 3  C 1 3 S 1 2  S 1 3
_ C2 3 S i 2 e I<^  — C12S13S23 0 1 2 0 2 3 6 ^  — S12S13S23 C 13S23
S23s l2^l<i> ~  C12C23S 13 — C\2s 2 3 ^  ~  c23Sl2s 13 c 13c 23
(2.40)
where % (5 ,y) stands for cos 0*7-(sin 0,7). T hen one finds
(2.41)
(2.42)
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e =  0.02 and e — 0.004 and the param eter set (Zi,. . .  , Z4, r i , . . .  , r 4, cl5. . .  , c4, C5 , f)  =  
(0.5,1.0, -1 .2 ,2 .3 ,1 .0 ,1 .0 ,1 .0 ,1 .0 ,1 .0 ,1 .0 ,1 .0 ,1 .0 ,1 .0 ,1 .0 ), we find:
(2.43)
which fall in the desired ranges. W hile all our coefficients are of natural size, we have 
arranged for an 0(15% ) cancellation between 12 mixing angles in Uc and V  to reduce 
the size of sin2 2 #i2 to the desired value.
Case II: Here we assume SU(5) unification and that the flavons transform non- 
trivially under the GUT group, namely, A  ~  1 , S  ~  75, <f) ~  1, and E ~  24. Note 
that since H  ~  5, the products S H  and A H  transform as a 45 and 5, respectively, 
ultim ately providing a factor of 3 enhancement in the 22 entry of Y l  (the Georgi- 
Jarlskog mechanism). In addition, two 2 + 0  doublets are introduced, <j)ui and d>„2 , 
since the tex ture obtained for the neutrino masses by adding only one extra doublet 
is not viable. Both doublets <pu have vevs of the form displayed in Eq. (2.33). As 
before, the presence of these two new doublets does not alter the form of any charged 
fermion Yukawa texture.
The neutrino Dirac and M ajorana mass matrices now take the forms
while the charged lepton mass m atrix  is the same as in Eq. (2.36). Using Eq. (2.37) 
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If we now choose (£1 , . . .  , l s , r i , . . .  , r 5, C i , . . .  , cs,£) =  (—1-0, 1.0, 1.0, 0.5, 1.0, 0.5,
1 .0 , 1 .0 , 1 .0 , - 2 .0 , 1 .0 , 1 .0 , 1 .0 , 1 .0 , 1 .0 , 1 .0 ), we find 
Ami-,‘■23
A m \ 2 =  282, sin2 2012 =  6  x 1 0 '3, sin2 2023 =  0.995. (2.47)
Again these values fall in the desired ranges to explain the atmospheric and solar 
neutrino deficits, assuming an appropriate choice for Ar .
While the texture in Eq. (2.46) appears to be the same as the one in Eq. (2.38) (up 
to  an overall factor of e), there is in fact an im portant difference: the 0 (1 ) entries in 
Eq. (2.46) have a vanishing determinant at lowest order. The ratio of the two laxgest 
eigenvalues are therefore determined by higher order corrections, which m ust be taken 
into account to obtain the correct numerical results.' While the zero determinant is 
lifted at O(e) in the superpotential, it is interesting that, in this particular case, 
a  comparable correction comes from D-terms th a t alter the canonical form of the 
neutrino kinetic energy
J  dAd[^LuL + B vl \ . (2.48)
Here B  is a  Herm itian matrix tha t depends on the flavons in the model. The 
kinetic terms may be put back into canonical form by the superfield redefinition
i/L —> y/1 — B ul (1 — B /2 )ul . This in turn leads to a correction to M l l ,
M ll -> M ll -  1 /2{B, M l l }. (2.49)
Numerically, it is only necessary th a t we retain the largest elements of B
B  «  [ • • ae ) , (2.50)
ae
7In fact, the analysis made for the model in Case I included higher order terms, which did not 
contribute in any significant way.
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which also leads to an 0 (e ) correction to the determ inant discussed above. The 
param eter a is included in the quantitative analysis o f the model presented in the 
next section.
2.5 N u m erica l A nalysis
The numerical check of the unified T ' x  Zz model presented in Section 2.4 relied 
on two assumptions. The first is th a t there exist 0 (1 ) coefficients Cj, d£, and U{ for 
the charged fermion Yukawa matrices that, when combined with the particular choice 
of neutrino Yukawa parameters Z£ and r£, yield charged fermion mass eigenvalues and 
mixing angles in agreement with the values observed. This should not be a  problem 
since the textures of the T ' x Zz model for the charged fermions agree completely 
with those of the U(2) model[15], in which all of these observables are accommodated 
in detailed fits. Second, the textures as written in the  last section are defined at 
the scale M q u t  ~  2  x  1016 GeV, while the observables are of course measured below 
the electroweak scale. A truly meaningful fit requires running the gauge and Yukawa 
couplings over this range. While the textures renormalized at M g u t  and m t should 
not differ wildly in form, a global fit is required to properly compare the predictions 
of our model to the experimental data. The purpose of this section is to  report on 
the necessary steps in these fits and the numerical results.
In order to study the renormalization of gauge and  Yukawa couplings, we run 
the one-loop renormalization group equations (RGE’s) of the MSSM [42] from M GVT 
down to the electroweak scale taken to be m t — 175 GeV. This analysis does not 
include two-loop corrections nor threshold effects a t e ither end of the spectrum . In 
particular, this approach does not differentiate between the scales M /, eM f ~  M qut,
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e 'M f zx e ' M c u T / e ,  and A.r  r j  c M g u t -8 I11 any  case, both the two-loop and threshold 
effects are formally of subleading order, and therefore are taken into account by per­
m itting theoretical uncertainties in the gauge and Yukawa couplings of 0(1 /16 tt2) «  
1%.
Values of the gauge couplings a t M g u t  are obtained by sta rtin g  w ith the precision 
values extracted a t  the scale M z  [1 ],
=  59.99 ± 0 .04 , 
o £ \M z ) =  29.57 ± 0 .03 ,
a -!(M z ) =  8.40 ± 0 .13 . (2.51)
The gauge couplings are run from M z  to m t using the one-loop Standard Model 
(SM) RGE’s, and then from m t to M g u t  using the one-loop MSSM RGE’s .9 The 
GUT scale couplings are taken directly from the textures of Eqs. (2.6), (2.9), (2.36), 
and (2.44), given numerical values for the  dimensionless coefficients c*, d,-, r,-, U{,
and a (collectively ki), and for e, e', p, and £. The Yukawa m atrices are then run 
down to m t and diagonalized . 10
Experimental values for the low-energy Yukawa couplings are extracted from the
physical masses and mixing angles compiled by the Particle D a ta  Group [1], where
8Notice that Ah eMqut yields the appropriate mass scale in Eq. (2.46) for atmospheric neutrino
oscillations. ____
9It should be pointed out that, while the SM RGE’s make use of the M S  scheme, the MSSM 
RGE’s in Ref. [42] make use of the DR  scheme [43], which differ at the matching scale (mt by our 
choice) by an amount
p 5 2 )u; t
where Ca =  { 0 , 2 ,3 }  for i  =  1 , 2 ,3.
10The RGE’s axe integrated by means o f the Runge-Kutta method with adaptive stepsize 
control[44]. The results of this method were cross-checked against the results of using Richard­
son extrapolation w ith Bulirsch-Stoer stepping[44] and were found to agree to the limits of the 
expected accuracy o f either solution.
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entries of Yv  are obtained by dividing quark masses by v sin /? / a/2  and those of Yq ,l 
by dividing quark and lepton masses by v cos /? /y/2 , where v =  246 GeV.
The experimental uncertainties on the observables (or estimates for the quark 
masses) used in the fits are either those appearing in Ref. [1] or 1 % of the central 
value, whichever is larger; since the lepton masses are measured with extraordinary 
precision, they are sensitive to the two-loop RGE and threshold corrections th a t we 
have ignored.
The RGE for the neutrino Majorana mass m atrix  M ll was computed in Ref. [45] 
and is included here in order to complete the RGE evolution for all observables. The 
low-energy neutrino observables are taken to be
Ami?,100 < - — < 2500.~  A m ? 2 ~
sin2 200 3  >  0 .8 ,
2 x 10- 3  <  sin2 29io < 10-2 . (2.53)
For the sake of having meaningful uncertainties, a parameter whose lower bound 
is much smaller than its upper bound is converted into its logarithm. Instead of 
Eq. (2.53), we use
KS) - 6 2 2 ± l 6 1 '
sin2 2 0 0 3  =  0.9 ±  0.1,
In (sin2 2 0 1 2 ) =  -5 .41  ±  0.80. (2.54)
Summarizing to this point, we have discussed the details of how inputs consisting 
of the gauge couplings at M z and Yukawa m atrix parameters at a high scale are 
m anipulated using one-loop RGE’s to produce output  values for fermion masses and 
mixing angles observed at low energy. Of course, the salient question is whether
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one can find a choice of parameters ki} where all of these coefficients are 0 (1 ), and 
yet the output quantities are all in agreement with their observed values. 11 This is 
accomplished through a x 2 minimization; thus, the complete simulation consists of 
choosing a set of param eters (relevant a t M q u t )> running the RGE’s down to m t,
to x 2, as usual. There are 15 observables ( 6  quark masses, 3 quark CKM elements 
[since CP violation is neglected], 3 lepton masses, 2 neutrino mixing angles, and 
1 neutrino mass ratio) and 26 parameters hi, on the  surface, it seems th a t the fit 
is always under-constrained. However, our demand th a t the parameters ki lie near
for each i. Thus, the parameters k{ are effectively no longer free, but are to be treated 
analogously to pieces of data, each of which contributes one unit to x 2 if it is as large
as 3 or as small as 1/3. The particular choice of 3 for this purpose is, of course, a
L1We also allow for variation of the parameters e, e \ p, and f  by hand, but do not minimize with 
respect to them. Changes in these parameters are equivalent to redefinitions of the 0 (1 ) coefficients, 
so that they merely set the scale for the other parameters of the fit.
and comparing with observation to compute a figure of merit, x2- If X2 is too large, 
the parameters ki are adjusted and the procedure is repeated until convergence of x2 
to a minimum is achieved.
The x 2 function assumes a somewhat nonstandard form. Fermion masses and 
mixing angles are converted to Yukawa couplings kf^pt zk A ki, and contribute an 
amount
(2.55)
unity imposes additional restrictions, which we include by adding terms to x 2 ° f  the 
form
(2.56)
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m atter of taste . In effect, the inclusion of such terms renders the parameters fa no 
longer as true  degrees of freedom. On the o ther hand, they are not true pieces of 
data  either, since a value of say, ki = 0 .8  is ju s t  as valid as a value of —1 .1  for our 
purposes. Thus, the value of Xmin determining a ‘good’ fit is 15, since there are 15 
pieces of true  d a ta  and effectively no unconstrained fit parameters.
The numerical minimization is carried out using the MINUIT minimization pack­
age. As a cross check, minimization using Powell’s direction set method[44] is carried 
out to make sure th a t the same minimum is achieved. Since the topography of the 
X2 function is complicated due to the numerous param eters involved, it is important 
to try  a num ber of initial choices for the input param eters ki in order to have confi­
dence tha t the  minimum obtained is close to global. Once convergence is achieved, a 
parabolic m inim um  is assumed and a Hessian m atrix  is computed in order to gauge 
uncertainties o f the parameters.
Detailed numerical fits show that it is not difficult to find param eters ki that 
satisfy the constraint Xmin <  15. However, in the T ' x  Z% model, the  ratio m b/ m t 
must be accom m odated either by a small value of £ or a large value of tan/3. For 
definiteness, we choose tan  /3 =  2  as a representative value, and find a best fit with Xmin 
of 2.77. The complete set of parameters is listed in Table 2.3 and a comparison to data 
appears in Table 2.4. Note especially that the  param eters e, e', and p are somewhat 
larger (a factor of 2 or more) than their values in the U(2) model of Ref. [14], where 
neutrino physics was not considered. From th e  excellent x2i one concludes that the 
T ' x Zz model has little difficulty satisfying all o f the required constraints including the 
naturalness of the coefficients, allowing for th e  small parameter £ th a t distinguishes 
the scale of Y u  from Y d ,l -
While we have seen that the minimal scenario is extremely successful a t reproduc-
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Cl = -0 .9 3  ± 0 .01  
c2 =  -0 .46  ±  0.03 
c3 =  -1 .02  ±  1.13 
c4 =  -1 .0 3  ±  1.15 
c5 =  -0 .9 0  ±  0.01
di =  +1.33 ±  0.45 
d2 =  -0 .81  ±  0.26 
dz =  +1.55 ±  0.67 
dA =  +1.14 ±  1.33 
d5 = -1 .29  ±  0.12
h  =  +0.85 ±  0.62
12 =  - 1 .0 1  ± 1 .1 1
13 =  -0 .9 7  ±  0.75
14 =  -1 .09  ±  1.04
15 =  -1 .11  ± 0 .79
7*i =  +0.94 ±  0.84 
r 2 =  +1.06 db 0.95 
r 3 =  +1.03 ±  1.12 
r 4 =  -1 .0 7  ±  1.05 
r 5 =  -0 .9 7  ±  1.03
ui =  +0.92 ±  0.31 
u2 =  +1.48 ±  0.70 
uz =  -0 .90  ±  0.91 
uA =  +1.07 ±  1.21 
u5 =  +1.84 ±  0.95
e =  0.04
p  =  0.08
e' =  0.004 
^ =  0.017 
a =  +0.98 ±  1.06
T ab le  2.3 Best fit parameters for the T' x Zz model with tan/3 =  2 . The minimum x 2 
=  2.77.
Observable Expt. value F it value
m u (3.3 ±  1.8) x 10~ 3 3.5 x 1 0 -
m d (6.0 ±  3.0) x 10~ 3 4.0 x 1 0 -
m s 0.155 ±0.055 0.136
m c 1.25 ± 0 .15 1.24
m h 4.25 ± 0 .15 4.25
m t 173.8 ±  5.2 170.4
m e (5.11 ±  1%) x 10~ 4 5.11 x 10-
rrifj. 0.106 ±  1 % 0.106
m T 1.78 ±  1% 1.78
IKsI 0.221 ±  0.004 0 . 2 2 1
IK 6| (3.1 ±  1.4) x  10- 3 2.3 x 10 -
IKal (3.9 ±  0.3) x  10~ 2 3.9 x 10 -
A m 23/A rn l2 100 -  2500 526
In (A m 2z/A m 12) 6 . 2 2  ±  1.61 6.27
sin2 2&i2 2  x 1 0 " 3 -  1 0 " 2 4.5 x 10-
In (sin2 2 0 1 2 ) -5 .41  ± 0 .80 -5 .40
s h r  2 0 2 3 > 0 .8(V 0.90
sin2 2 0 1 3 1.4 x 10—
T ab le  2 .4  Experimental values versus fit central values for observables using the inputs 
of Table 2.3. Masses are in GeV and all other quantities are dimensionless. Error bars 
indicate the larger of experimental or 1 % theoretical uncertainties, as described in the text.
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ing fermion masses and mixing angles, there are nonetheless a number of interesting 
variant models based on T ' symmetry. We explore these models in the next three 
sections.
2.6 S U (5 )x U (2 )  w ith  neither S U (5 ) nor U(2)
As discussed in Section 2.1, the U(2) model must be embedded in a grand unified 
theory to reproduce all of the observed quark mass hierarchies. In this section we 
present a model tha t does exactly the same, without the  need for a GUT, by extending 
the discrete gauged flavor group to T ' x  Zq. We show th a t this model explains the 
ratio m b/m t , which is merely parameterized in the U(2) model (and in our other T' 
models). Before presenting the model we comment on notation. As before, we use 
the triality superscripts + , —, and 0 for the different representations of T ' . For the 
Z q reps we now introduce the indices i  =  0 ,1 , . . . ,  5, which combine through addition 
modulo 6 . For example, 2 + 4  ® 1 + 2  =  2~°, etc. Since Zq is isomorphic to Z3 x  Z2, 
one may view the new flavor symmetry as a Z2 extension of the T' x Z 3 flavor group 
defined in the model of Section 2.4; denoting the Z 2 reps by +  and —, one identifies








T hat is, the Z q charge is 2  x  (Z3 charge) +3  x [Z2 charge) modulo 6 . In the  remainder 
of this section we use the more compact T ' x Zq notation.
The three generations of m atter fields transform as
Q ,U ,D ~  2 04 © l 00 , (2.57)
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L  ~  204 © 1 + 4  , (2.58)
E ~  2 + 2  © l - 2  , (2.59)
uR ~  2 04 © 1 + 1  . (2.60)
The m atter fields have transformation properties that differ from those in our previous 
models, and  in particular, the electroweak doublet leptons are  no longer anomaly free 
by themselves. The third-generation L  field is assigned to  a nontrivial T ' singlet, 
the 1 +, which does not form a complete SU(2) representation. Given the discussion 
in Section 2.2, the T ' SU(2)f7  anomaly is not automatically cancelled. However, we 
remedy th is problem by assigning non-trivial transformation properties to the Higgs 
fields:
H v  ~  l 00, H d ~  I ' 2- (2.61)
The fields H d and L3 are both electroweak doublets and, as far as the non-Abelian
quantum num bers are concerned, form a vector-like pair when H q is a  1“ under T '. 
The rem aining fields, E  and uR, do not transform under any unbroken non-Abelian 
continuous gauge groups and thus their T ' x Z§ quantum numbers may be assigned 
freely.
In order to break the flavor sym m etry and obtain the fermion mass matrices we 
introduce the  following flavons:
S  ~  3 °, A  ~  1 "°, $ ~  2 02, (2.62)
A ~  1+4, A' ~  I " 2 . (2.63)
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In addition to these flavon fields, we introduce two more in the neutrino sector of the 
theory. Their transform ation properties are such th a t they do not alter the form of 
the charged fermion Yukawa textures:
<j>u ~  2+3, ~  1+ 1  . (2.64)
Together with vr , these fields are the only ones th a t transform nontrivially under the 
Z i subgroup of Z6 (i.e., the only ones with odd Z6 charges). Again, we are interested 
in a two-step breaking:
T ' x Z s -A-> Z$ noth ing , (2.65)
where Z® is precisely the same subgroup as in the minimal T ' x  Z$ model. Thus, 
by the same arguments presented in Section 2.4, we obtain the following patterns of 
vevs:
( 5 )  (  0  0
M f  ~  V 0  e 
(0 ) „  (  0  
5 7 ~ ‘72U
{4>S)
) ’ Mf  \ ~ t '  0 ) '
(A> f (A')







M f  V e J  ’ M f
Unlike the  minimal model described in the previous two sections, the flavons here 
contribute to the Yukawa matrices in some cases only at quadratic order
Yu ~
[34 ® l 04] [2 02]
[2 - ] [1 “ ] ■)
A S +  A A  + <f>2
<t> 9 > (
0 ee7 0
-ee ' £2 e
0 e 1
(2.69)
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Y,D ( [32 © 1+2] [2+0][2+0] [1+41
A 'S-t- A 'A
Yl
V A 4>
[34 0  l 04] [2 - 4]
[2 - 4] [!+■*]
A <f> (2.70)
A S +  AA +  <f? A '<j) + &u(f>v
A'(f> 4 - A„cf)v A e . (2.71)e
We see that the flavons A and A* appear in precisely the right way to recover 
approximate SU(5) x U(2 ) textures for Yd and Yl , with an additional overall factor 
of e. The only difference is a relatively uninteresting e' entry in the 13 and 31 elements 
of Yl - Notice th a t the vev of the S field has been replaced by (A) in Eq. (2.69). Thus, 
all im portant features of the SU(5) x U(2) model are reproduced.
Note tha t the ratio m b fm t, which is experimentally observed to be in the range
0.023 <  m b/m t < 0.026, is predicted to be of order e ^  0 . 0 2  for tan/? 0(1), as 
can be seen from the ratio of the 33 entries in Yu and YD. This is promising since 
tan/? «  0 (1 ) is the naive expectation if the Higgs potential is not fine-tuned.
Before proceeding to the analysis of the neutrino sector, a few comments are 
warranted on the possible supersymmetric contributions to FCNC’s in this model. 
As mentioned in Section 2.1, scalar superpartners of the first two generations are 
exactly degenerate in our models when the flavor symmetry is unbroken. The amount 
of scalar nondegeneracy a t low energies is determined by the order at which flavons 
contribute to the scalar mass matrices. In the minimal model, the flavons contribute 
quadratically to the scalar masses of the first two generations, as a consequence of the 
flavons’ nontrivial Z 3 charges. The scalar mass-squared matrices of the U(2) model
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are then reproduced. In the current model, however, the Savon S  may contribute 
linearly, since 3° is in  the product of (2 04)^ & (2 04). The im portant point is tha t th is 
effect provides an O (e) correction to the diagonal entries of the  scalar mass matrices. 
In the fermion m ass-eigenstate basis, a  Cabibbo-like rotation 6c ~  d /e  leads to 1 2  
entries in the scalar m ass matrices of order drfiQ, where rhg is an average scalar mass, 
and d  ~  0.004. T aking  into account uncertainty in 0(1) coefficients, this result is in 
m arginal agreement w ith the bounds from CP-conserving flavor-changing processes, 
assuming superpartner masses less than a  TeV [12]. While bounds from CP-violating 
precesses are generically stronger, the 0 (1 ) coefficients have unknown phases tha t one 
m ay simply choose in  order to avoid these bounds. W ithout a firm understanding 
of the origin of C P  violation, saying more about these phases entails a degree of 
speculation that we choose to avoid. Of course, if scalar superpartners are heavy (as 
in the ‘more m inim al MSSM’ [46]) or flavor universal (as in gauge mediation [26], 
anomaly mediation [27, 28], or Scherk-Swartz mechanism [29]) the current T ' model 
is completely safe.
Next we exam ine the neutrino sector of the model. Given the transform ation 
properties of vr , we calculate the neutrino Dirac and M ajorana mass matrices
M,LR
oH®&
t2 " 1] \  /f  A S  -b A A  +  4>2 A
[2 - 4] [1 +1] )  ' '^ A (f> A£,</>!, A , (Hu)
0  lid  h r  id  
- l i d  he h r z t  | e(Hu) , 
h  d  he h
(2.72)
JHrr [34]
[2 - 1] \  /  A 5 A<f>„
[2 - 1] [1 +4] )  - V A 0 , A
0  0  r id
I 0  r2e r3e
r id  r3e r 4
eA* , (2.73)
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where t\- and are 0 (1 ) coefficients. To leading order, the seesaw mechanism gives
M ll /  1 1 ^  • (2-74)
V d 1 1  /  A*
Note th a t the texture in Eq. (2.74) is not changed if higher-order corrections are 
included tha t lift the zeroes in Eqs. (2.72)—(2.73). Following the same procedure 
as before, we diagonalize M ll and Yl and extract the neutrino masses and mixing 
angles. A global fit of the parameters in this model can in principle be done; however 
we just present a viable set of param eters for simplicity. Using the set of values for 
the 0 (1 ) coefficients in MLl ( q , . . . ,  r 4, Zi,. . . ,  le) = (1 .0 , 1 .0 , 1 .0 , —1 .0 , 1 .2 , 1 .2 ,
1.3, —1.0, —2.0, 1.0) and assuming all coefficients in Yl are 1.0 except tha t of the 22
entry, which we set to 3.0, we obtain
A 2
— =  125, sin2 2012 =  3.5 x 10-3 , sin2 2023 =  0.88. (2.75)
^ ^ 1 2
This agrees with the allowed ranges described in the previous sections. It is worth 
mentioning th a t the texture Eq. (2.74) is the same as obtained in Ref. [17], and thus 
the claim in Ref. [18] that this texture cannot account for solar neutrino oscillations 
is not correct.
2.7  A  G lobal T  M od el
As pointed out in Section 2.1, it is not possible to construct a realistic super- 
symmetric model with a continuous SU(2) flavor symmetry if scalar universality is 
not assumed. The argument is straightforward: The left- and right-handed up quark 
fields must be embedded in 2 ® 1  representations to m aintain the heaviness of the top 
quark, as well as degeneracy of squarks of the first two generations. Given this as­
signment, the coupling QaU beabHu is allowed by the unbroken flavor symmetry, which
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implies the unacceptable relation m u = mc ss m t. The T ' model below demonstrates 
th a t discrete subgroups of SU(2) are viable for building models of fermion masses, 
although they are more dangerous than models w ith additional Abelian factors, as 
far as supersymmetric FCNC processes are concerned. We first present the model, 
and then explain how it evades the problem described above.
The crucial feature th a t allows one to build a successful T ' x Z3 model is the 
existence of a doublet representation 2°~, whose first generation component alone 
rotates by a phase under the Z® subgroup. This choice is unique in models where T' 
is a discrete gauge symmetry, since the 2 ° rep is the only doublet that fills a  complete 
SU(2) representation if we embed T ' in SU(2). The 4 of SU(2) decomposes into the 
reps 2+ and 2 ~ , which implies th a t each is separately anomalous. While it might still 
be possible to construct models involving anomaly-free combinations of 2+ and 2~ 
reps, we have found no examples that are particularly compelling. On the other hand, 
if T ' is assumed to be a  global symmetry, then m atte r fields can be assigned to any 
of the doublet representations freely. This provides an opportunity for constructing 
economical models, as we now demonstrate.
Consider the  Z3 subgroup of T ' generated by the element g$ that acts on the 2 ° 
rep as diag{rf, 77}, with 77 defined as in Section 2.3. In the 2~ rep, this element takes 
the form diag{r], 1 }, which we identify as the desired phase rotation m atrix for matter 
fields of the first two generations. Given our freedom to assign m atter fields to any 
of the doublet reps in a global T ' model, it is no longer necessary to extend the flavor 
symmetry by an  Abelian factor in order to find a  subgroup th a t forbids the order e' 
Yukawa entries. Thus, one is naturally led to the charge assignment
~  2 "  © 1 ° for $ = Q, U, D , L  and E , (2.76)
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[ 2 1 [ A
(2.77)
Introducing flavons, A, <j> and S  transforming as 1 , 2 +, and 3, respectively, one 
reproduces the canonical U(2) textures assuming the breaking pattern
T ' — >■ Z3 no th ing , (2.78)
together with the dynamical assumption th a t only the 1~ rep partic ipa tes in the
last step of symmetry breaking. The resulting textures are identical to tlhose in our
original model of Section 2.4. One difference, however, is that the 5  fla_von in this 
model contributes to the squark mass matrices at first order in e, ju st as in the T ' x Zq 
model. However, this is not a concern for the same reasons discussed a^t length in 
Section 2 .6 .
Turning to neutrino physics, recall th a t successful results were ob ta ined  in the 
T ' x Z 3 model by altering the charge assignment of the third-generation ri ght-handed 
neutrino field. Thus, we are motivated here to consider
vr ~  2 @ 1 , (2.79)
which implies
, [3 © l - ] 





[ 1 1  ;  ’ —  v [ 2 1
We identify the flavon 4>u w ith the representation 2 “ , which does not ap-pear in any 
of the charged fermion Yukawa textures. However, there is an im p o rtan t difference 
between this model and the one discussed in Section 2.4: The th ird  gemeration ur  
field tran sform s by a phase under the Z3 subgroup, so that, for exam ple, the 13 and
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31 entries of M RR are left invariant under this intermediate symmetry. This implies 
an inversion in the  hierarchy of vevs in the third row and column of M RR. In the 
non-unified version of the model, it is somewhat remarkable th a t we still ob tain  a 
viable form for
Unfortunately, this result does not persist in the simplest unified version of the model, 
which includes additional suppression factors in the 22 entries of M LR and M RR. 
Fortunately, a simple modification of the flavon charge assignments in the unified 
theory allows us to recover the previous result. We introduce two 4>u flavons th a t 
transform  differently under T 'x  SU(5):
This is consistent w ith the breaking pattern  in Eq. (2.78), bu t includes a dynamical 
assum ption th a t the  doublet does not participate in th e  first stage of sequential
as an SU(5) adjoint, it can contribute directly to M l r , bu t only to M rr  if, for
12We consistently assume that a flavon that transforms nontrivially under a subgroup Hi either 
acquires a  vev of order the scale at which Hi is spontaneously broken, or acquires no vev at all.
(2.81)
(2.82)
<l>v ~  ( 2 - , 2 4 )  , # , ~ ( 2 - , l )  . (2.83)
Furtherm ore, we assume the pattern  of vevs
(2.84)
sym m etry breaking and its second component acquires no vev . 12 Since <f>„ transform s
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example, the adjoint flavon E is also present; the corresponding entries of M rr are 
therefore suppressed by an additional factor of e:
0 he' k n e  \ (  ° 0 r^e2
■fie' he2 1 (Hu) , M rr ~  0 r3e2 r2e'
0 Ue o ) \  n e 2 r2d r4e'
M lr ~  ( — lie! l i t  Izrzt' ] ( ) , |    | .
(2.85)
The seesaw mechanism then yields
\ 0  i t  I t \
M ll ~  I £'/£ 1  1  I (2 .8 6 )
(e'/e)2 eVe eye
e e
eVe 1 1 A-r
where we used the numerical fact th a t e'2/e 3 ~  0 (1 ). It is im portant to note that we 
have only displayed the contributions to Eq. (2.85) linear in <p, S  and A, for conve­
nience; quadratic and higher order corrections lift the zero entries of these textures, 
but do not change the result in Eq. (2.86) qualitatively. Note th a t Eq. (2.86) is the 
same successful texture obtained in our original T ' x Z3 model.
Finally, we return to the no-go theorem presented at the beginning of this section. 
It is not possible to construct a realistic model with a continuous SU(2 ) flavor sym­
metry and 2  © 1  rep structure because an unwanted flavor-invariant operator may be 
formed from the product of two doublet m atter fields. In our global T ' model we have 
the freedom to assign m atter fields to new doublet representations whose products 
contain no trivial singlets, thus avoiding the problem.
2 . 8  T ' w ith  S te r ile  N eu trin o s
In this section we comment briefly on the possibility of four light neutrino species. 
Rather than investigating the (vast) space of possible models, we simply show how 
the results of a successful extension of the U(2) model with a sterile neutrino proposed 
by Hall and W einer (HW) [18] can be reproduced with T ' sym m etry instead.
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Consider a U(2) model w ith all m atter fields, including three generations of right- 
handed neutrinos, in 2 © 1 representations. Given the canonical pattern  of flavon 
vevs, one obtains a right-handed neutrino mass m atrix of the form
/  0  0  0  \
M RR =  0 e e A* . (2.87)
VO e 1 J
Since M fm  is symmetric, there is no contribution from the flavon A, leading to a 
singular matrix. It is im portant to emphasize tha t the zero entries of Eq. (2.87) 
are not lifted at any order in e and e' as a consequence of the holomorphicity of 
the superpotential. From consideration of the U(2) indices of the flavon fields (or 
alternatively their charges under a U (l) subgroup of U(2)), it is possible to show 
th a t any contribution to the vanishing entries of Eq. (2.87) requires the complex
conjugation of a flavon field, which is not allowed by unbroken supersymmetry. If
the pattern of flavon vevs is not altered, the first-generation right-handed neutrino 
remains in the low-energy theory as a sterile neutrino.
This sterile neutrino mixes with the second-generation left-handed neutrino at 
order e' in M lr - After integrating out the two heavy right-handed neutrino flavors, 
one obtains a four-by-four neutrino mass matrix of the form
/ 0
m (4) = ce'(Hu)
0
V o ct'(H u) 0 0
where the three-by-three block has entries of order (H u)2/& r , which can be
found in Ref. [18]. HW observe th a t the 24 and 42 entries of M ^  are much larger than 
all others, leading naturally to maximal mixing between and the sterile neutrino. 
As it stands, however, both would have masses of order of the electroweak scale unless 
c is taken to be of O(10-8 )- To obtain a  viable model, HW extend the flavor symmetry
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by an additional U (l) factor, under which all the right-handed neutrinos have charge 
+ 1 . A charge —1 flavon is introduced with the vev e N  ~  10-8 , which breaks this 
symmetry weakly. One then finds tha t c «  while remains unchanged.
The main obstacle to implementing this solution i n a T 'x  Z3 model w ith all m atter 
fields assigned to 2 °~ © l 00 reps is that higher-order corrections to the first row and 
column of Eq. (2.87) are not forbidden by holomorphicity; the complex conjugate 
of any non-trivial Z 3 phase rotation is the same as its square. Thus, we are led to 
promote our Z 3 sym m etry to a continuous U ( l ) . 13 The appropriate embedding is 
given by
ip ~  2 0_ © 1 °° — > © lg
cj> ~  2 0+ — 2 °_j , S  ~  3~ — ► 3 _ 2 , A  ~  I 0- — > 1°_2 , (2.89)
where the subscript indicates the U (l) charge. Assuming the breaking pattern
T  x 17(1) - i*  Z3°  no th ing , (2.90)
we reproduce the  textures of the U(2) model, including Eq. (2.87), identically. The 
HW predictions for solar, atmospheric and LSND [19] neutrino oscillations are then 
recovered by extending the symmetry by an additional U(l) factor, implemented
precisely as before. We are thus able to reproduce the results of Ref. [18] with the
flavor sym m e tr y  T 'x U ( l)2. Although we find this model less compelling than the 
other three already discussed, it may be of some relevance if the LSND oscillation
result is independently confirmed.
13 We could also promote Z3 to a much larger Zn that adequately suppresses corrections to the 
zero entries in Eq. (2.87); we leave this possibility implicit in our discussion.
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2.9 E x p lic it  D e ta ils  o f  T '
As described in the  text, the group T '  is generated by the elements labeled <75 and 
<79. We begin by exhibiting explicit m atrices representing these elements in each of 
the seven reps listed in Table I. The singlets are g5 ( l 0,±) =  1, <79(1 °) =  1, ^g (l+) =  V: 
g9 (1~) = rj2, where 77 =  exp(27rz'/3). The doublets are
S5 (2 °’±) = M 1, <j9 (2 “) = t ,M 2, g9(2+) = r f M 2, g9(2") =  M2,
(2.91)
where
( _ ^ / U +v5f 12 )•">-( 2 ! ) 1 ( 2 ' 9 2 )
and the triplet rep is generated by
/  - 1  277 2 r72 \  /  1 0  0
<75 (3 ) =  -  2*7* - 1  277 , ^ ( 3 )  =  0 17 0 ] . (2.93)
J ' 277 2 t?2 - 1  /  V 0  0  t?2
The Clebsch-Gordan (CG) coefficient m atrices Oi coupling an nx-plet x  and an ny- 
p let y  to form an Ti^-plet z consist of nz matrices of dimensions nx x  ny satisfying the 
condition
71 z
R lO iR y  = ^ ( R z h j O j ,  i =  1 , • • - , n z, (2.94)
7=1-
where R i  denotes the  group rotation R  in rep i. In a perhaps more familiar notation, 
the  CGs above m ay be written
{O (2.95)
Note from Eq. (2.95) th a t the CG m atrices for R i <8 > R 2 are simply the transposes 
of those for R 2 <8 > R i ,  and thus are om itted below. The coefficients c below indicate
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multiplicative constants arbitrary in the definition Eq. (2.94). The CG coefficients 
for two singlet reps or any rep with 1 ° are all unity; the remaining CGs for products 
involving singlets are
l £l ® 2 f2 =  2tl+t\  with Ox =  c( 1 0), 0 2 = c(0 1). (2.96)
1 + <g> 3 =  3 , w ith Ox = c(0 0 1), 0 2 =  c( 1 0 0), Os =  c(0 1 0).
(2.97)
1“ ® 3 =  3, w ith Ox = c(0 1 0), 0 2 =  c(0 0 1 ), 0 3 =  c( 1 0 0).
(2.98)
Next, let
^  =  ^ - ^ ( 1  o ) ’ M < =  ( o  o)-
? ) '  M 6 = ( - ° i  o ) -  ( 2 9 9 )
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Then
2 °  ®  2 °  D  3 ,  2 ^ 2 ^ 3 3 :
O i  =  cM 3, 0 2 =  c M 4 , 0 3 =  c M 5-
2 ° ® 2 ° D 1 °, 2 ± ® 2 T D 1 ° :
O  =  cM 6.
2 °  O  2 + D  3 ,  2 ”  <g> 2 “  D  3  :
=  cM$, (D2 = cM 3, 0 3 =  cM^.
2 ° ® 2 + D 1 +, 2 ' ® 2 ' D 1 + :
<9 =  c M 6 .
2 °  <8> 2 ~  D  3 , 2 +  ®  2 +  D  3  :
—  c M 4 , C ? 2  =  ch/L5 ,  O 3  =  cM.%.
2 ° <8 > 2 ~ D 1 ” , 2 + <g> 2 + D 1 “ :
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The remaining combinations are:
2 0>± 0  3  3  2 0,± :
1 + i 0  ; ’ ~  " V - 1  0  0
/ n  (  1 0  / o  /  0  0  1 -  i
0 l  =  C I 0  ' ■ n 1 2 = °
2 °  0  3  D  2 + , 2 + 0 3 D 2 " ,  2 "  0  3  3  2 °  :
° 1 _ C ( o  0  1  +  i  j ’ 2 C V  0  - 1  0  J
2 °  0  3  3  2 " ,  2 +  0  3  3  2 ° ,  2 ~ 0 3  D  2 +  :
„  _  f  o 0  1 \  n  _  f  ^ 1 — 2 o
1 ~  c I 1 +  2 0 0 J ’ 2 VO 0 - 1
3  0  3  3  3 S ©  3 a :
2 0 0 
0 0 - 1  
0 - 1 0
0 - 1 0  
- 1 0  0 
0 0 2
0 0 - 1
0 3 = d  | 0  2  0  ) + c 2 ( 0  0  0
- 1 0  0
0 0 0
0 0 - 1
0 1 0




- ] .  0 0
/f 1 0 0
3 0  3  3  1°  : O =  c 0 0 1\, 0 1 0
(f 0 1 0
3 0  3  3  1 +  : 0  =  c 1 0 0\, 0 0 1
If 0 0 1
3  0  3  3  1 " : 0  = c \ 0 1 0\, 1 0 0








We have shown in this Chapter how to reproduce the quark and charged lepton 
Yukawa textures of the U(2 ) model using a m inim al non-Abelian discrete symmetry, 
the double tetrahedral group T '. The first model we discuss, based on the discrete 
gauge symmetry T ' x  Zz, not only successfully accommodates the observed charged 
fermion masses and CKM angles, but also accounts for solar (small-angle MSW) 
and atmospheric neutrino oscillations. In particular, a large u^-uT mixing angle is 
predicted in the model, even though all charged fermion Yukawa textures are hierar­
chical. A global fit including neutrino param eters was performed in a grand unified 
version of the model, and results with extremely good x 2 were obtained.
In addition, two variant T ' models were discussed. In the first, the flavor group 
was extended to T ' x  Zg, and all important features of the SU(5 ) x U( 2 ) model were 
reproduced without the need for a field-theoretic unification. This model provided 
a successful prediction (with order-one uncertainty) of the bottom to top Yukawa 
coupling ratio, which is merely parameterized in the U(2) model and in the other T ' 
models we discuss. The second variant theory was based on a global T ' symmetry 
and demonstrates th a t the successful U(2) textures can be obtained w ithout including 
an Abelian factor in the flavor group. In both variant models, large u^-Vr mixing is 
predicted, and solutions to the solar and atmospheric neutrino problems are naturally 
obtained.
It is worth pointing out th a t the viable neutrino textures predicted by our models 
are achieved w ithout altering the predictive textures of the charged fermions, and 
without introducing sterile neutrinos. Interestingly, the solutions we present have no 
simple analogy in the U(2) model: the right-handed neutrino fields in our models do
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not fill complete U(2) representations. In particular, the third generation vR trans­
forms as a I - , which forms only part of a 5 in U(2). Aside from the possibility of very 
nonminimal U(2) models (e.g. with seven generations of right-handed neutrinos), the 
desired neutrino T '  reps do not naturally occur. The key advantage of discrete groups 
is tha t the large, phenomenologically unused representations of the continuous em­
bedding group break up into sets of small phenomenologically useful representations 
of the discrete group. If discrete gauge symmetries arise as fundamental symmetries of 
nature, then we see from the example of T ' th a t their richer representation structure 
makes it possible to construct simple and elegant models of flavor.
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Bosonic Topcolor
3.1 In trod u ction
In spite of the quantitative success of the standard model, the mechanism of 
electroweak symmetry breaking remains unclear. Only a few years ago, bosonic tech­
nicolor models provided a relatively unconventional approach to solving this prob­
lem [47, 48, 49]: electroweak symmetry was broken dynamically by a fermion conden­
sate triggered by new strong forces, while a fundamental scalar field was responsible 
for transm itting these effects to the fermions through ordinary Yukawa couplings. 
These models did not require a conventional extended technicolor sector, and hence 
were freed from the associated flavor changing neutral current (FCNC) problems. 
Unfortunately, precision electroweak constraints rule out bosonic technicolor models 
at least in models where the  strong dynamics is QCD-like and the S-parameter can 
be reliably estimated [50].
In this Chapter, we point out that a  very similar scenario, bosonic topcolor, also 
provides a very simple low-energy effective theory, but one th a t  is not in conflict with 
electroweak constraints. In  this scenario, electroweak sym m etry is partly broken by 
new strong dynamics tha t affects fields of the third generation, as in conventional top­
color scenarios [51, 52], while a weakly-coupled scalar doublet transm its the symmetry 
breaking to the fermions v ia  Yukawa couplings. Since this scenario involves both a 
fundamental (H ) and a composite (£) Higgs field tha t both contribute to electroweak
62
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symmetry breaking, the usual problematic relation [51] between the dynamical top 
quark mass and the electroweak symmetry breaking scale is not obtained. The result 
is a  viable two Higgs doublet model of type III, which we will show survives the 
bounds from flavor changing neutral current processes and may provide interesting 
flavor-changing signals as well.
The possibility of topcolor models involving fundamental scalars has been con­
sidered in Refs. [53, 54], In these papers, however, the fundamental Higgs field was 
strongly coupled, and the authors considered whether the fundamental field itself 
could trigger the formation of a i t  condensate. Here we introduce H  as a weakly- 
coupled field and investigate the phenomenological consequences.
It is worth pointing out th a t a philosophical objection to the original bosonic 
technicolor scenarios, and the bosonic topcolor models described here, is that strong 
dynamics was originally intended to eliminate the need for a fundamental Higgs field 
altogether, as well as the associated problem with quadratic divergences. Recent 
theoretical developments relating to the possibility of low-scale quantum  gravity [55] 
renders these objections hollow: The presence of a low string scale eliminates the 
conventional desert so th a t nonsupersymmetric low-energy theories with fundamen­
ta l scalars are not unnatural. Moreover, in this setting there are new origins for 
the strong dynamics, namely the exchange of a nonperturbatively large number of 
gluon Kaluza-Klein excitations [56]. While we will not consider an explicit extra- 
dimensional embedding of the scenario described here, it seems tha t these considera­
tions make the investigation of models with dynamical electroweak symmetry break­
ing and fundamental scalar fields well motivated.
In the next section we will present a simple realization of the bosonic topcolor 
idea following the Nambu-Jona-Lasinio approach [51]. Our first model is non-generic
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in the sense tha t we do not specify the m ost general set of higher-dimension operators 
th a t could appear in an arbitrary high-energy theory. However, it does provide a very 
convenient framework for parameterizing and exploring the basic phenomenological 
features of the scenario. After considering the phenomenological bounds, we will 
describe how to study the same type of scenario in a  more general effective field theory 
approach. While we will not consider every phenomenological detail in. this study, we 
hope to obtain an accurate overall picture of the allowed param eter space. Finally, 
we will discuss flavor changing signals for the model, notably a po ten tial contribution 
to D°-D° mixing th a t can be as large as the current experimental bound. We then 
summarize our conclusions.
3.2 M inim al B oson ic  Top color
Our high-energy theory is defined by
£  =  £ h +  £ njl , (3-1)
where
£ h =  D ^ D ^ H  -  m \H 'H  -  A( H ' H ) 2 -  ht($ LH tR -I- h .c .) , (3.2)
and
£ n jl =  ■ (3-3)
The field H  is a  fundam ental scalar doublet, and A characterizes th e  scale at which 
new physics is present th a t generates the nonrenormalizable interaction in Eq. (3.3). 
In light of our introductory remarks, we will assume henceforth th a t  A <  100 TeV. 
In this minimal scenario we assume th a t the right-handed top, and left-handed top- 
bottom  doublet “ipL experience the new strong interactions. Im m ediately beneath the
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scale A we m ay rewrite Eqs. (3.2) and  (3.3) as
C = D ^W D ^H  — m 2H*H  — A (H*H)2 — cA2 E t E 
l£ rH  +  fi.c.) — g ti^L tR ^  +  h.c.) (3.4)
where E is a non-propagating auxiliary field. Using the  equations of motion, E =  
- g t ( tRipL)/ (cA2) and one recovers Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3) w ith the identification k =
At energies /z C  A, quantum corrections induce a kinetic term  for E, so th a t it 
becomes a dynamical field, a composite Higgs doublet in  the low-energy theory. In 
order to study the quantum corrections to Eq. (3.4) it is convenient for us to define 
the column vector
In general, Z  m ust be diagonalized and rescaled so th a t  the kinetic terms assume 
the canonical form. However, in m ost of the parameter space th a t we consider later 
in this Chapter h t is small enough th a t the off-diagonal elements of Z  are numer­
ically irrelevant; thus we use the simpler approximate form parameterized by r  in 
Eq. (3.6). Properly normalized kinetic terms are then obtained via the substitution 
E  —> rE . Q uantum  corrections also induce quartic self interactions, and mixing 
in the $  mass m atrix. We retain the largest self-coupling, (E+E) 2 with coefficient 
As =  g fNc  ln(A/£z)/(47T2); the $  mass m atrix is given by
(3.5)
Then the kinetic term  at the scalefj, may be written d ^ ^ Z d ^ Q ,  with
/  g } N c \ n { M n ) g t h.t N c  l n (A /n )  \  /  I n  \
7 = 1  8tt2Stt2 I ~  I r2 U )
I gthtNc la(A/ix) h?Nc  In(A/jx) I \  0  1 J  '
£m ass =  - & M 2§  ,'mas (3.7)
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with.
^=( 3 3  r5X ) ■ ( 3 - 8 )
where 8m 2 =  - - ^ g t h tA 2. Eq. (3.8) reflects the fact th a t  both the diagonal and off- 
diagonal entries receive quadratically divergent radiative corrections. For the diagonal 
elements, the tree-level mass terms present in Eq. (3.4) can. be fine-tuned against these 
radiative corrections (as in the standard model) so th a t m-z and m # are well beneath 
the cutoff scale A. On the other hand, there is no tree-level H E mass mixing term 
given the way we defined our high-energy theory in Eqs. (3.2)-(3.3). However, since 
we are considering the situation where the scale A is relatively low (<  100 TeV) 
and where the coupling ht is small (see Figs. 3.1 and 3.2), the off-diagonal elements 
will also be much smaller than the cut off. For the case where such tree-level mass 
mixing is present at the scale A, the reader should refer to Section 3. Electroweak 
symmetry will be broken in this model if E and/or H  acquire vacuum expectation 
values (vevs). There are several ways this can happen depending on the values of the 
different param eters in the model. We are principally interested in the case where 
m 2H >  0 , so th a t electroweak symmetry breaking is triggered by the strong dynamics 
and the vev of H  can be interpreted as a  subsidiary effect. Thus, it is necessary to 
study the scalar potential,
V ( Z , H )  = +  mj jH^H + r8m 2 (& H  + h.c.)
+A (H*H)  2 +  AEr 4 (EfE ) 2 . (3.9)
Rather than  search directly for minim a in a  five-dimensional parameter space (m|., 
m 2H, 8m 2, A, As) we extremize the potential and solve for and m 2H in terms of 
the E and H  vevs. I t  is much more manageable to study  the remaining constrained
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three-dimensional parameter space and determine which points correspond to stable 
local minima. If we denote the vevs of E and H  by Vi/ \ / 2  and v2/y/2,  one finds
(3.10)
(3.11)
From Eq. (3.9), one may obtain the mass matrices for the scalars, pseudoscalars, and 
charged scalars:
The Higgs field vevs are responsible for producing the proper gauge boson masses,
i.e.
This expression shows tha t the top quark receives both an ordinary and a dynamical 
contribution. Since we focus on small values of ht in this Chapter, the top quark mass 
is mostly dynamical, originating from the first term in Eq. (3.16). In this limit, the 
vevs Ui and v2 are determined by the choice of scales A and fi, since the quantity rgt 




uf + v l =  (246 GeV ) 2 (3.15)
as well as the mass of the top quark
m t =  (rgtvi -f htv2)/V 2  - (3.16)
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3.3 P h en om en ology
Notice that all the freedom in Eqs. (3.10)-(3.14) is fixed by specifying A, \i, h t 
and A. Thus, for a fixed choice of A <  100 TeV and g. of order the weak scale, we
and Fig. 3.2 for A =  100 TeV, with gt =  1. In each case, the  intersecting solid
scalar and charged scalar states; Figs. 3.1b and 3.2b display constant contours for the 
electroweak parameters S  and T. These were computed using formulae available in 
the literature for general two Higgs doublet models [57],
where M i, M2, M 3, and  M + are the light scalar, heavy scalar, pseudoscalar, and 
charged scalar masses respectively, and /3 =  tan _ 1 (u2 /u i). T he scalar mixing angle 
a. and the functions /  and  g are defined in Ref. [57]. Figs. 3.3c and 2c show regions 
excluded by (i) the current LEP bound on neutral Higgs production, (ii) bounds on 
the S  and T  parameters, (iii) bounds on the charged scalar mass from 6  —> S7 . In the 
first case, we compute the  production cross section for the lightest scalar state 0 S,
may map our results onto the A-ht plane. Fig. 3.1 displays results for A =  10 TeV
lines indicate where mf; o r m \  change sign, with positive values lying above the 




4 8 7 rs2m%.
cr(e+e -4- Z<j>s) =  s^_pcrsM{e+e Z H °) (3.19)
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0.5 1.0- 1.0 -0.5
F ig u re  3 .1  Minimal model, A =  10 TeV.(a) Neutral (dashed) and charged (dotted) mass 
contours, units of GeV, (b) S  (dotted) and T  (dashed) parameter contours, (c) Exclusion 
regions.



































6 .0 0.5 1.00.51.0
F ig u re  3.2 Same as Fig. 3.1, with A =  100 TeV.
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and compare to the corresponding standard  model cross section for a Higgs boson 
with mass equal to the current LEP bound, <  107.9 GeV, 95% CL [58]. In the 
case of the S  and T  bounds, we consider the  results of global electroweak fits quoted 
in the Review of Particle Properties [1 ], S  =  —0.26 ±0.14  and T  =  —0.11 ±0.16 [50], 
which assume a reference Higgs mass of 300 GeV. We show the two standard deviation 
limit contours for S  and  T  separately wherever an upper or lower limit is exceeded. 
(Note th a t we don’t take into account correlations between S  and T  in determining 
this exclusion region.) Finally, we plot the charged Higgs mass lim it m H+ > [244 ±  
6 3 /(tan /?)1-3] GeV from b —>• sy [59]. This is the strongest, albeit indirect, charged 
Higgs mass limit listed in Ref. [1]. A lthough, strictly speaking, this bound applies 
to a type II two-Higgs doublet model, the leading top quark loop contribution is the  
same in our model; the top quark-charged scalar coupling is given by
<£+ — y l   [i(ra f cot — m f tan fi)Vtq(l  — j 5)q
2v 2A4W
-  ic o tp V tqm f  (1 + 7 5)?] (3.20)
in the case where the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) m atrix  V  originates from 
diagonalization of the down quark Yukawa m atrix  alone (the reason for this assump­
tion is given in the following section). Here m f  and m f  refer to contributions to  
the top mass from the H  and E vevs, respectively. For most of the  param eter range 
of interest to us, m f  m f  and the in teraction in Eq. (3.20) reduces to that of a  
type II model, and the  b -> s j  bound is approxim ately valid. In both Figs. 3.1 and
3 . 2  a rectangular region is shown in which th e  charged scalars are heavy enough to  
weaken the flavor changing neutral current bounds, without exceeding th a t of the T  
param eter.
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3.4 F lavor Changing S ignals
The fact tha t one of our two Higgs doublets (E) couples preferentially to the 
top quark leads to a potentially interesting source of flavor violation in the model. 
W hile the charge —1/3 quark masses and neutral scalar interactions both  originate 
via couplings to H  (and hence are simultaneously diagonalizable), the same is not 
true in the  charge 2/3 sector, where the mass m atrix depends on both the H  and E 
vevs,
M u = . (3.21)
For concreteness, let us consider a definite Yukawa texture:
/  0 0 0 \  /  A8 A5 A3 \
# =  0 0 0 I +  I A5 A4 A2 —  . (3.22)
V 0 0 r g t J ^  \ x >  X* h j  ^
Here A =  0.22 is the Cabibbo angle, and we have picked a symmetric texture for
the fundam ental Higgs Yukawa couplings that approximately reproduces the correct
CKM angles. Dropping the factors of Vi/y/2, the m atrices shown give the neutral 
scalar couplings in our original field basis. In the quark (and Higgs) mass eigenstate 
basis, there will be flavor-changing top and charm quark interactions. Here, we focus 
only on the latter. CKM-like rotations that diagonalize the mass matrices yield 1 - 2  
neutral scalar couplings of order A5. I t is straightforward to estimate the contribution 
to D°-D°  mixing,
iA m ^i ~ Aio f l
m D |new 1 2 M } - 1  +  11
m D
(m c +  mu)2. (3.23)
For f o  ~  200 MeV, this contribution saturates the  current experimental bound, 
A  m o  <  1-58 x 10- 1 0  MeV [1], for M# <  495 GeV. The reason that we do not include 
this as a bound is th a t the 1-2 neutral scalar couplings need not be O(A5); they could
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in principle be zero, if the CKM m atrix results from the diagonalization of the down 
quaxk Yukawa m atrix alone. Since this is the least constrained possibility, we adopted 
this assumption in Eq. (3.20) for computing the b -*  s j  exclusion region. Generically, 
however, we see tha t bosonic topcolor models predict significant contributions to D°- 
D° mixing, potentially as large as the current experimental bound.
3.5 G eneralizations
The scenario described in the previous section is particularly convenient in that 
the basic phenomenology can be described in a  two-dimensional param eter space, for 
fixed A and /x. However, a realistic high-energy theory is likely to provide more than 
the single higher-dimension operator in Eq. (3.3). In this section we briefly describe 
the effective field theory approach for constructing the most general low-energy effec­
tive bosonic topcolor theory. Given our assumption tha t and tR experience the 
new strong dynamics, the strongly-coupled sector of the theory possesses a global 
symmetry G —SU(2)i,x U(1)r , that is spontaneously broken by the i t  condensate to 
the U (l) th a t counts top quark number. If we denote the elements of this SU(2) xU (l) 
by U  and V , respectively, then the transform ation properties of the fields are given 
by
i ’L -► U'lpL, t R -»■ V t R, and E -*• TTZV* , (3.24)
where V  is a  phase. The Yukawa couplings of the fundamental Higgs field explicitly 
break G, so we may treat htH  as a ‘spurion’ transforming as
htH  U(htH)V*  . (3.25)
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We may now include htH  systematically in an effective Lagrangian by forming all 
possible ^-invariant terms. At the renormalizable level,
Ceff = D ^ D ^ H  + D ^ D ^
-  771# H*H  — 7712 E fE +  m 2H^ht(HrE 4- h.c.)
-  X(H^H)2 -  A o ^ E ) 2 +  h ^ E ^ E  H-----
-  h ti>LH tR -  gxipLi:tR + h.c. . (3.26)
Note th a t we have eliminated a possible kinetic mixing term by field redefinitions, 
which do not affect the form of the other terms. The - • • represent all the other 
possible quartic terms which are higher order in ht. Unlike the model described in 
the previous section, we no longer have a boundary condition a t the scale A that 
sets A0 (A) =  0 and tti#£ (A) =  0, thus introducing two additional degrees of freedom 
into the scalar potential. Since we are now working directly w ith the low-energy 
theory, the scale A is not input directly, but rather can be computed by determining 
the scale a t which the wavefunction renormalization of the E field vanishes. At this 
scale, E again becomes an auxiliary field, and may be eliminated using the equations 
of motion, leaving a more general set of higher-dimension operators than  we had 
assumed originally in Eq. (3.3).
A complete investigation of the param eter space of this generalized model is be­
yond the scope of this study. Before closing, we point out th a t there are reason­
able parameter choices in Eq. (3.26) where the resulting phenomenology is similar 
to the minimal model considered in Section 2. In Fig. 3.3 we provide the same in­
formation given in Figs. 3.1 and 3.2 for the general bosonic topcolor model, with 
77i#£  =  (400 GeV) 2 and Ao =  1. It is interesting that in this case the allowed band 
delimited by the FCNC and T  param eter lines lies mostly in the region where both


























- 2.0 1.00.50.0-0.5- 1.0
loqtx)
F ig u re  3.3 General model, =  (400 GeV)2, Ao =  1- Notation is the same as in
Figs. 3.1 and 3.2.
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mf; and m 2H are positive; in this region the mixing term  in Eq. (3.8) drives one of the 
scalar mass squared eigenvalues negative so th a t electroweak symmetry is broken. A 
full exploration of this parameter space will be provided elsewhere [60].
3.6 C onclusions
In this Chapter, we have described models in which electroweak symmetry break­
ing is triggered by strong dynamics affecting the th ird  generation but transm itted  to 
the  fermions by a weakly-coupled, fundamental Higgs doublet. We have argued in 
Section 3.1 tha t such models are not unnatural given recent developments in low-scale 
quantum  gravity. Our minimal scenario, while probably not representing the  ultim ate 
high-energy theory, has the virtue of allowing a simple parameterization of the  basic 
phenomenology of the model. It is our hope th a t others will adopt it as th e  basis 
for further phenomenological study. Issues th a t one could address include relaxation 
of our small ht approximation, flavor-changing top quark processes, and th e  collider 
physics of the model. We also described how the scenario may be generalized using 
effective field theory techniques. Unlike bosonic technicolor models, bosonic topcolor 
is not excluded by current phenomenological bounds. Moreover, the model has inter­
esting flavor-changing signals such as a contribution to  D°-D° mixing th a t could be 
as large as current experimental bounds.
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Chapter 4 
Limits on a Light Leptophobic Gauge 
Boson
4.1 Introduction
In the past few years, the possibility of new leptophobic gauge bosons has been 
explored as a means of explaining apparent discrepancies in electroweak observables 
measured with high precision at LEP [61, 62], as well as an apparent high E t  excess 
in the inclusive dijet spectrum at the Tevatron [63]. While for the most part these 
anomalies have since gone away, the possibility remains th a t a  Z ~prime boson (Z 1) 
coupling mostly to quarks and with a mass smaller than  m z  could exist while evading 
experimental detection [64, 65, 6 6 ]. Given the assumptions th a t (1) the leptons are 
not charged under the new U(l) gauge interaction, and (2 ) the  couplings to quarks are 
generation independent (to avoid large flavor-changing neutral current effects) then 
the normalization of the U(l) can be chosen so that th e  Z ' couples precisely to baryon 
number. Anomaly cancellation can be achieved at the  expense of introducing new 
exotic states. Two explicit examples of viable, anomaly-free models were presented 
in Refs. [64, 65], and these models presumably don’t exhaust the possible ways in 
which anomalies can be cancelled. Therefore, we will set model-building issues aside 
and focus instead on the phenomenology of the Z '. This is of timely interest given 
the recent stringy suggestion that the Planck scale and weak scale might be identified 
[67, 6 8 ]. In these scenarios, the dimension-5 baryon and lepton number violating
77
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operators th a t arise generically at the string scale would only be suppressed by a 
TeV, and  hence would be phenomenologically lethal. Barring a higher-dimensional 
solution to  the proton decay problem [6 8 ], additional gauge symmetries could provide 
a  more prosaic, though equally effective, resolution.
In Ref. [65], a specific mechanism was proposed for m aintaining leptophobia in 
models w ith  gauged baryon number, and we will adopt th is mechanism here. The 
reason th a t  leptophobia is not automatic is th a t the baryon num ber and hypercharge 
gauge fields mix via their kinetic terms
Ckin = - \ { F ^ F ^ + 2 c F S /F ^  + F ^ F ^ )  . (4.1)
We assum e there are no Higgs fields that carry both baryon num ber and electroweak 
quantum  numbers, so th a t mass mixing term s are not present. Below the electroweak 
sym m etry breaking scale, there are separate kinetic mixing param eters for the photon 
and 2", which we will call c~, and Cz, respectively. In order th a t leptophobia be 
preserved, and cz  m ust be sufficiently small a t experimental energies. This can 
be arranged if the param eter c is forced to zero at some high scale A, so th a t Cy 
and Cz are only generated a t the one-loop level, via renorm alization group running. 
The boundary  condition c(A) =  0 can be achieved, for example, by embedding U(1)b 
into a  non-Abelian group, as was shown explicitly in Ref. [65]. Here we will be more 
general and not assume the specific mechanism for achieving th is boundary condition. 
Thus, the  boundary condition, together with assumptions (1) and (2) given above, 
define a  class of models th a t we will consider further in the present analysis.
In Ref. [65], the Z '  mass range m r  < m B < m z  was studied, primarily because the 
coupling olb could be taken as large as ~  0 . 1  a t points w ithin this interval, w ithout 
conflicting with the experimental bounds. Possible high energy collider signatures
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were then considered- Here we will focus instead on Z '  masses between ~  1  GeV and 
m-r, with the in itial goal of determining how tightly we can bound the parameter 
space of the model. Although the coupling a.B cannot be as large as 0.1 within this 
mass range, we will show that current experiment does allow it to be comparable to 
olem ~  1/137. Given this result, we consider the possibility of detecting the Z' at 
charm and bottom  meson factories via the decays of various quarkonium states which 
would be plentifully produced. We will not consider smaller values of m B, but instead 
refer the interested reader to the discussion in Ref [69].
This Chapter is organized in two parts. We will first discuss the current bounds 
on the param eter space of the model. W ith  the boundary condition on the kinetic 
mixing terms described above, both the hadronic and leptonic signatures of the Z' 
are completely determ ined by its mass, m B, and gauge coupling gB =  V^tFob. There­
fore, these bounds can be translated into boundaries of excluded regions on a two- 
dimensional mass-coupling plane. We will then consider possible discovery signals for 
a  Z '  living w ithin these allowed regions.
4.2 P aram eter  Space
Most of the im portant phenomenological bounds follow directly from the Z-  
prime’s gauge coupling to  quarks. In addition, we take into account the small kinetic
mixing effects by trea ting  the mixing term  in £*xn as a  perturbative interaction. The
Feynman rules corresponding to the 2/ — 7  and Z' — Z  vertices are
- icy cos 0w{jp2gllu -  p^p"), (4.2)
and
icz  sin 6W {p*gT -  P V O , (4 -3)
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respectively, where =  cz  =  c above the  electroweak scale, and where c =  0  at 
some ultraviolet cutoff A. We will initially set A =  m top «  180 GeV, since this 
is probably the lowest scale a t which the new physics responsible for the boundary 
condition c(A) =  0 might itself remain undetected. We will describe how our results 
change with different choices for A as needed. Note that choosing a somewhat higher 
value for A, for example 500 GeV, has only a small effect on the mixing since the 
dependence on A is only logarithmic.
At any desired renormalization scale /r, we may rewrite and cz(/j)  as an ex­
plicit function of a s  by solving the one-loop renormalization group equations. These 




/ A c z (m) =  -  JV„) +  4(2N .  -  N d)sl]  . (4.5)
9 fJL l o 7 T  SyjC^jj
Here c ,^ {sw) represents the cosine (sine) of the weak mixing angle, a  is the electro­
magnetic fine structure constant, and N u (Nj) is the numbers of charge 2/3 (—1/3)
quarks th a t are lighter than  the renormalization scale. It is straightforward to show, 
for example
c^(mb) =  0.033-y/cKa cz (mb) =  0.116 y /a s
c - r i m c )  =  0.047v/os C z ( m c ) =  0.130 y/aB (4.6)
We will use expressions like these to translate bounds on leptonic processes to exclu­
sion regions on the me-OiB plane.
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The experim ental bounds on the model from hadronic decays are summarized in 
Fig. 4.1. Beginning w ith the Y(15), the new contribution to the hadronic decay width 
is given by [64]
A * T =  i
where R r  =  T (T  —> hadrons)/r(T —>- and th e  interference with s-channel
photon exchange is included. The most stringent bound on this quantity follows from 
an ARGUS lim it on the non-electromagnetic (NE) contribution to the Y (l5 )  -»  2 jets 
branching fraction [70],
B F (T (1 S )  -> 2  jets, NE) <  0.053 (95% CL) ,
which we find corresponds to A R r  < 2.48. This bound is stronger than  the one 
obtained from the Y (l5 )  hadronic width, discussed in Ref. [64]. Note th a t we have 
chosen to restrict Fig. 4.1 to values of the coupling olb  >  10-3, where direct experi­
m ental detection of the Z' via rare decays might be feasible. With this choice, finite 
w idth effects om itted  from Eq. (4.7) have a negligible effect on the segments of the 
exclusion curves shown.
We may place additional bounds on the param eter space of the model by consid­
ering the hadronic decay widths of the T (25) and T (35) respectively. Since no direct 
experimental bounds exist on the non-electromagnetic, two je t branching fraction, we 
compare i ? r ( 2 S )  and R t( 3S) to the perturbative QCD prediction [71],
* = (1 + ir f 18-2+fw-161+"O}) (4-8)
where /30 =  11 — 2ny/3 =  23/3. We evaluate this expression using a s(m b) as de­
term ined from the world average value a s(mz ) =  0.119 ±0.002 [1]. We extract the
c*b m i + f  OCB
m i
a  m 2B — m \ ' \  a. m 2B — m \
(4.7)













F ig u re  4 .1  Bounds from hadronic decays.
experimental values of R  from branching fraction data  in the 1998 Review of Particle 
Properties [1]. This is straightforward, except in the case of the T(3S'), where the 
branching fraction to has not been measured. We assume in th is case th a t
r is approximately equal to r(e+e- ), which has been measured. Taking into 
account experimental uncertainties, we find AR  <  92 and AR  < 33 for the  T(25) and 
Y(3S) respectively, a t the 95% confidence level. Although these bounds are weak, 
they nonetheless exclude some additional region of the parameter space immediately 
around the  resonance masses.
Similar bounds may be determined from the hadronic decay w idths of the J/ip  
and the ip(2S). Here, however, it is not so straightforward to determ ine the standard 
model expectation. The perturbative QCD prediction for the gluonic decay width in 
Eq. (4.8) is derived in a nonrelativistic bound state  approximation, and is therefore
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subject to 0 (u 2 /c 2) corrections, which are expected to be significant. Therefore, we 
will use the results of a recent relativistic potential model analysis [72] as as our 
standard model expectation. In Ref. [72], the Jjty  hadronic decay width was used to 
extract a s(mc), yielding 0.29 ±  0.02. Comparing to the world average value, we find 
that the difference A a s(mc) < 0.068 can be tolerated, allowing two-standard deviation 
uncertainties. Thus, any new contribution to is bounded by A R  <  3(Aors/orS)R  ~  
34, yielding the contour shown in Fig. 4.1. We determine the gluonic contribution 
to Rtp(2S) from branching fraction data  in the Review of Particle Physics [1 ], and 
obtain R g =  123.6 ±  27.3. Since this is so large and uncertain, the bound on the 
model's param eter space will clearly be weak. Thus, we simply compare R^(2S) to the 
perturbative QCD prediction, including a  theoretical uncertainty comparable in size 
to the relativistic corrections in the J/ip case; we find A R  <  162, yielding the curve 
shown.
Finally, Fig. 4.1 displays the bound from the hadronic decay width of the Z , 
labelled Rz-, which we find provides the strongest constraint from the Z'-pole observ­
ables. This result includes the contributions from (i) direct Z '  production Z  —> qqZr, 
(ii) the Zqq vertex correction, and (iii) the Z  — Z' mixing. These contributions were 
discussed in detail in Refs. [64, 65], using old LEP data, and here we simply include 
an updated bound. We will say nothing further on this point, since the corresponding 
exclusion curve is superceded by the others shown in Fig. 4.1.
O ther bounds on the param eter depend more crucially on the kinetic mixing. We 
consider (i) the e+e“ cross section to hadrons, (ii) deep inelastic scattering, and (iii) 
the muon anomalous magnetic moment. In each case, however, we find that the 
constraints on the model are always weaker than those presented in Fig. 4.1. Let us 
briefly consider these topics in turn:
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The coutri.bu.tion. of the Z '  to R  — cr(e+e_ —> hadrons)/ cr(e+e~ —► was
considered in Ref. [65], and was bounded by the two-standard deviation uncertainty 
in the experimental data, using a compilation of the experimental data points. While 
this is a reasonable approximation, it does not take into account that a tighter bound 
on any new positive contribution to R  from a resonance effect is obtained when the 
central value of a  given data point lies below the standard model prediction. Here 
we will take this into account, using the  most precise measurements of R  in the  5-10 
GeV range obtained by the Crystal Ball experiment [73]. Given the standard model 
prediction for R  in the continuum region between the J/ip  and the T,
R  = -^ (1  +  ozs/ tt) «  3.54 (4.9)o
we evaluate the upper bound on the difference between theory and experiment taking 
into account two standard deviation uncertainties. The tightest bound we obtained 
from any d a ta  point was AR / R  < 0.05, from the measurement R  — 3.31 ±  0.10 ±  
0.03 ±  0.17 a t y/s =  6.25 GeV [73]. The first two experimental errors are statistical 
and system atic errors for the given datum , while the th ird  is an overall systematic 
uncertainty of 5.2%, which takes into account any average offset of the da ta . Note 
th a t within the allowed parameter space of Fig. 4.1, Qg is not much larger th a n  10~2, 
and hence the Z '  width is typically of order 10 MeV, or smaller. On the o ther hand, 
the experimental resolution a t Crystal Ball is crg/E =  (2.7 ±  0 .2 )% /y / E /G eV  for 
electromagnetically showering particles [74], so that the resolution in the Z '  invariant 
mass is comparable or larger to the  Z '  width. Assuming tha t tub =  6.25 GeV 
and &B ~  0.01 (the largest value allowed for this mass in Fig. 4.1), we com pute the 
contribution to A R / R  by integrating the resonant and background cross-sections over 
an energy bin equal to the detector resolution, which we set equal to the Z '  width,
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r  =  4 a s 77iB/ 9  ~  28 MeV. We find
A R / R  «  0.03
which is below the  experimental bound. Since the other experimental data points 
present weaker bounds on AR /R  th an  the one just considered, we conclude that R  
does not allow us to  exclude any additional param eter space in Fig. 4.1. Note that 
a t lower values of yfs  above the charm threshold, R  is not as precisely measured, and 
no useful bounds on the model can be determined.
Deep inelastic u N  scattering, parity  violating e N  scattering, and  the muon g — 2  
provide only weak bounds the Z ' coupling. Using the results of Ref. [65], together 
with the boundary condition described earlier, we find the corresponding exclusion 
regions are given by
OLB < 0.33(1 +  [m a/4.47 GeV]2) u  N scattering (4.10)
CX-B < 0.35(1 +  [ma/4.47]2) parity-violating e N scattering (4.11)
OLB < 1.13(mB/l GeV ) 2 muon g — 2 (4.12)
which are not even visible in Fig. 4.1. Finally, we point out th a t resonant Bhabha
scattering places no additional bounds on the model since the nonstandard contribu­
tion to the am plitude is proportional to c^, and hence the number of events near the 
resonance are suppressed relative to  the electromagnetic background by a factor of
Cy ~  lO -10.
Finally, we can ask how our conclusions change if the cutoff scale A is pushed to its 
largest possible value. We may use th e  accurate measurement the ^-hadronic width to 
first bound the m ixing parameter czijnz)', we find for olb =  0 .0 1  th a t  Cz{mz) <  0 .0 2 . 
This corresponds to the bound A <  6 8  TeV. We may obtain sim ilar bounds from
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consideration of i?; however these are strongly dependent on the value of m s, as 
well as on the assumptions made in combining uncertainties from different, and often 
conflicting, experiments. Setting A to this maximum value, we find ~  0.007, a
factor of 2  enhancement over the value obtained from Eq. (4.6) for the same choice of 
a B. Clearly, this is not significant enough to change our qualitative conclusion tha t 
the processes involving the kinetic mixing in Eqs. (4.10—4.12) do little to constrain 
the param eter space of the model.
4.3 R a re  D ecays
W hat we gather from the preceding discussion is th a t Fig. 4.1 by itself gives a 
reasonable picture of the allowed param eter space of the model. We also learn th a t 
for m $ < m B < m x  and for m B < m ^, there are regions where the Z' coupling can be 
comparable to olBm - Thus, the gauge coupling need not be so small in these models 
as to  require a separate leap of faith. In this section, we will assume th a t a.B «  a, 
and consider whether the Z' might eventually be detected via rare two-body decays 
of charm  and bottom  mesons.
Since the Z '  coupling to fermions is purely vectorial, the Lagrangian is charge 
conjugation invariant if the Z ' is C  odd. This discrete sym m etry forbids the decays 
of either the J/iJ) or T  to 7 Z' or Z 'Z '  final states. Therefore, we consider instead the 
possible two-body decays of B  and D  mesons, as well as th e  decays of the lowest-lying 
C  even quarkonium states, the rjc, Xc, T]6 , and Xb-
In the first case, we know that for every B  or D  meson decay involving a  photon 
in the  final state, there is an analogous process involving the Z ' . The only two-body
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decays involving a photon are the various b —»• s j  exclusive modes. We estim ate
r ( 6 - > s Z ' )  _ t t s .  l m 8 )U ( 4 . 1 3 )
T ( 6  —> S 7 )  a 2 ml m*
where mt, «  4.3 GeV is the bottom quark mass. W hile this ratio is not necessarily 
small, b —>■ si?' is probably not the easiest place to look for the Z'. Unlike b —¥ 5 7  
which is discerned experimentally by study of the photon energy spectrum, b sZ' 
yields only hadrons in the final states, and would be overwhelmed by tlxe larger 
background from b s glue [75]. On the other hand, the contribution to the (yet 
unobserved) process b —f se+e~ involves the kinetic mixing, so that for ocb ~  ol any 
resonance effect in the e+e~ invariant mass spectrum would be suppressed relative 
to the QED background by ~  10-5 . The standard model prediction for th e  corre­
sponding radiative decays in the D  meson system yield drastically smaller branching 
fractions, and thus, these decays are not likely to aid in the Z ‘ search.
The situation is more promising in the case of the C-even quarkonia states. For 
example, the decay r/c —>■ 7 Z' is allowed, with
T(r)c 72") _  1 „  _ 2 / _ 2
(1  — TYlp  / 77Z„
r(?7c 77) 4 a
7 ^ ( 1 - m l / m l )  (4.14)
There is an overall suppression factor of 1/4 relative to the purely electromagnetic 
decay from the squared ratio of baryon number to electric charge of the charm  quark. 
In this case, one could consider rjc —t j X ,  and search for a peak in th e  photon 
momentum spectrum. Note that the rjc branching fraction to 7 -(-hadrons is dominated 
by the decay to 7 Z'\ the decay r)c —> 7 g, where g is a gluon, is forbidden by color 
conservation, while rjc —>■ jg g  is forbidden by charge conjugation invariance. T he next 
possibility r]c —>■ yggg is down by ~  (a^/o;B)/(27r)4 ~  0.001 relative to the Z '  decay 
due mostly to phase space suppression, and is therefore negligible. It is simply an
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experimental question of whether single photons from other backgrounds processes 
can be adequately suppressed. This a t least seems possible given th a t searches of 
exactly this type for lighter neutral gauge bosons have been undertaken in 7T, 77 and 77' 
decays [76]. A possible scenario at an e+e-  machine is to sit on the -0(25') resonance, 
and look for the decay chain
0(25) —> jric —>- 7 7 X  .
One would retain events where one photon has precisely the right energy to come 
from the desired initial two body decay of the  0 (2 5 ), and then study  the energy 
spectrum  of the remaining photon. Exactly the same procedure could be applied to 
0 (2 5 ) —> 7 Xc —> 7 7 AT, for the various Xc states. At a charm factory with a typical 
beam  luminosity of 1034cm- 2sec- 1  [77], and taking the 0(25) production cross section 
to  be ~  600 nb from published data [78], we find ~  104 7 Z' events per year via Xc 
decays, and ~  103 events per year via rjc decays. Here we have taken the branching 
fraction of the Xc and r]c states to 7 Z '  to be approximately 1/4 the  7 7  branching 
fractions i.e. ~  10-4 . The analogous decay chains of the T(25) in the  6-quark system 
could be studied in the same way. However, compared to the charmonium case, one 
would expect a factor of 400 reduction in the event rates: the production cross section 
for the  T(25) [79] is approximately two orders of magnitude smaller th a t of the 0(25), 
and the 7 Z' branching fraction is down by a factor of 4 relative to  the same decay 
in the  charmonium case, due to the sm aller electric charge of the 6  quark. Hence, 
one m ight still expect ~  25 events/year from Xb decays, but the (yet unobserved) r)b 
seems less promising.
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4 .4  C onclusions
In this Chapter we have defined a generic class of naturally leptophobic Z' models, 
and considered the Z '  phenomenology in the 1-10 GeV mass range, a lower range 
than considered in Ref. [65]. In this mass interval, decays of various quarkonia states 
present additional bounds on the  Z ' coupling, but new opportunities for its discovery 
as well. We found tha t the experimental bound on T (15) decay to  two jets is primarily 
responsible for defining the allowed param eter space of the model. Bounds from the 
hadronic decays of the J/ip, ip (25 ), T (25), and Y(35) only lim it the parameter space 
in the immediate vicinity of the  resonance masses; this is a  consequence of larger 
experimental and (in the case of the charmonium states) theoretical uncertainties. 
We find th a t a Z '  coupling a s  ~  Q-em  is allowed in mass intervals above and below 
the charmonium threshold. T his opens the possibility of discovering the Z' in rare 
two-body quarkonia decays. W e’ve suggested th a t perhaps the m ost interesting place 
to look is in the decay chain ip{2S) —> 7 (r7c or Xc) —> 7 7 Z,1, as well as in analogous 
decays of the Y(25). If one photon has the right energy to indicate an initial two-body 
decay to the desired quarkonium state, one could search for a peak in the momentum 
distribution of the other photon. This could provide a stunning signal of a fight and 
not so weakly-coupled Z \  which, given the current experimental bounds, remains a 
viable possibility.
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Orthogonal U (l)’s, Proton Stability and 
Extra Dimensions
5.1 Introduction
It is a  general principle of effective field theory th a t one should include all oper­
ators consistent with symmetry constraints when constructing a low-energy effective 
Lagrangian [80]. Such operators are suppressed by powers of the ultraviolet cutoff, 
so that each has the appropriate mass dimension, and multiplied by coefficients that 
parameterize the unknown physics relevant at higher energy scales. W hen this ap­
proach is applied to models with a low quantum gravity scale [81], one obtains a 
m ultitude of phenomenological disasters, unless specific mechanisms are invoked to 
suppress contributions to processes th a t are suppressed or absent in the standard 
model [82]. In this Chapter, we consider the possibility th a t baryon-number-violating 
operators are present generically in such theories [83], b u t are suppressed by an addi­
tional, non-anomalous, spontaneously-broken U(l) gauge symmetry that is orthogo­
nal to hypercharge [65]. We will argue th a t the natural scale for the breaking of this 
symmetry is 0(1 )  TeV, so that our scenario may have testable consequences at the 
Fermilab Tevatron, or at the next generation of collider experiments.
We focus on baryon number violation since it is by far the most dangerous of 
nonstandard model processes. Even if the Planck scale has its conventional value 
Mpi ~  1019 GeV, the most general set of Planck-suppressed, baryon-number-violating
90
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operators lead to proton decay at a  rate  tha t is much too fast, unless there is 
some additional param etric suppression. For example, the superpotential operator 
{Q iQ i^Q iL i/M p i  must be suppressed by an additional factor of G(IQ~6) to avoid 
conflict w ith the proton lifetime bounds from SuperKamiokande [84]. For a high 
Planck scale, this additional suppression factor can originate from the same sequen­
tia l breaking of flavor symmetries th a t may account for the smallness of the Yukawa 
couplings of the  first two generations [85]. However, if Mpi is in the 1 — 100 TeV 
range, which can be the case in models with extra spacetime dimensions compacti- 
fied at the TeV-scale, then a much higher degree of suppression is required. We will 
show th a t a flavor-universal U(l) gauge symmetry, isomorphic to baryon number on 
the standard model particle content and spontaneously broken only slightly above 
the weak scale, is sufficient to avoid any phenomenological problems stemming from 
baryon-number-violating operators.
It is worth stressing th a t there are probably many possible ways of suppressing or 
eliminating proton decay in theories with a low Planck scale. One elegant suggestion 
made by Arkani-Hamed and Schmaltz is tha t quarks and leptons may be localized at 
different points in an extra dimension, so th a t proton decay operators are suppressed 
by the tiny overlap of the quark and lepton wave functions [8 6 ]. The approach that 
we consider here is complementary in th a t it applies also to the case when quarks and 
leptons are fixed to a  single brane, w ith no separation. No doubt, this possibility has 
met considerable interest in the recent literature [87].
There is some relationship between the present work and earlier papers on the 
possibility of gauged baryon number, in which the scale of spontaneous symmetry 
breaking was taken below M z  [65, 64, 8 8 , 89]. While the proton decay issue was 
discussed in Ref. [65], the model used as a  basis for the argument is now excluded at
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above the 95% confidence level from bounds on the electroweak S  param eter -  the 
model required a fourth chiral generation to  cancel gauge anomalies. O ther possibil­
ities for anomaly cancellation discussed in the  first version of Ref. [64] are excluded 
by S, and are also inconsistent with gauge coupling unification. Here we will present 
a  supersymmetric model th a t is consistent with unification (in the case where all 
gauge and Higgs fields live in the bulk [90, 91]) as well as the anomaly-cancellation 
constraints. The required extra m atter is chiral under the full gauge group, but 
vector-like under the standard  model gauge factors, so tha t the S  param eter bound 
may be avoided. The ex tra  m atter fields get masses of order the U (l) breaking scale 
Ab, which in principle could be decoupled from the weak scale. We suggest, however, 
th a t a  natural possibility for generating A s is a radiative breaking scenario that re­
lates this scale to the scale of supersymmetry breaking. In this case, the new physics 
we introduce becomes relevant for TeV-scale collider experiments.
One of the distinctive features of the Z '  boson in the class of models we consider is 
its natural leptophobia. W hile it may be tem pting to think that a  model with gauged 
baryon number is leptophobic by design, it  is not hard  to see th a t this statement is 
patently  false. Generically, any additional U (l) sym m etry will mix w ith hypercharge 
via the kinetic interaction
C = - \ c BF t? F % “ , (5.1)
which is not forbidden by any symmetry of the low-energy theory. Even if cB is 
identically zero a t the ultraviolet cutoff of the  theory Mpi, it will be renormalized at 
one loop by all particles th a t carry both hypercharge and the additional U (l) charge, 
so th a t cB(fJ.) ^  0 for ji < Mpi. The class of models th a t we consider here have the
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property that cb ( Mpi) =  0, and in addition
T r(B Y )  = 0 , (5.2)
where B  and Y  are the  baryon number and hypercharge matrices, and the trace 
sums over all fields in the theory. It is in this sense that we say the additional 
U (l) is orthogonal to hypercharge. Such orthogonal U (l)’s are known to arise in 
string theory [92], though we will not commit ourselves to any specific string-theoretic 
embedding. The constraint T r (B Y )  =  0 assures th a t the mixing parameter cB(fi) 
remains zero until the heaviest particle threshold is crossed. In our models, the 
heaviest particle threshold includes all the nonstandard particles introduced to cancel 
anomalies; thus the running of cB(fj.) begins after the exotic states are integrated out, 
and hence is controlled solely by the standard model particle content. This gives our 
phenomenological analysis a high degree of model independence: a similar model with 
different nonstandard m atter content would have identical Z' phenomenology. 1
It is worth stressing th a t the leptophobia of the Z' in this model (as well as the
leptophobia of its Kaluza-Klein excitations) is quite robust. For example, one might
think th a t the Z '  could be made less leptophobic by taking the  scale A B to be high
(so th a t cB{g) would have a greater distance to run). However, this possibility is
inconsistent with the assumption that (a) the Z '  zero mode is phenomenologically
relevant and (b) the model is consistent with unification. Since we don’t  know the
string normalization of the new U (l) gauge coupling, we only require th a t it not differ
wildly in strength from hypercharge at low energies. For a Z ' w ith mass M B <  1 TeV,
and coupling gB <  gy, the associated symmetry breaking scale M B/g B cannot be
arbitrarily  high. Since this is also the scale of the exotic m atter content, cB(fj,)
1For Z' models that suppress proton decay and have a different phenomenology, see Ref. [93].
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cannot run over very large intervals. If one takes gs  to be sim aller, the scale at which 
running begins is pushed up, but cb{h)  mns more slowly due to the reduced coupling. 
We study this effect quantitatively in Section 3.
Finally, if one is willing to sacrifice simple power-law un ification , as in the original 
scenario of Arkani-Hamed, Dimopoulos and Dvali [81], th en  it is possible to consider 
a scenario where only gravity and the additional U (l) m ay propagate into the extra 
dimensional bulk space. What is interesting about this posssibility is that strongest 
bounds on the compactification scale come solely from th e  effects of the new U (l). As 
a consequence, the  Z 1 and its Kaluza-Klein (KK) excitationms may be brought within 
the kinematic reach of the Tevatron. We show that for g a u g e  couplings not much 
smaller than th a t of hypercharge, the Z '  and its first few KK modes could remain 
invisible at Run I of the Tevatron, but be discerned easily a»t Run II. For this model, 
the ability of a collider experiment to probe weak coup lings is as important as mass 
reach; we show th a t the enhanced luminosity of Run II couuld allow the Tevatron to 
probe a significant region of the m odel’s parameter space.
In the next section, we highlight the points discussed albove by presenting a con­
crete example. We do not view this model as unique, b u t rxather as a representative 
example of a class of orthogonal U (l) models that have sim iilar low-energy physics. In 
Section 3 we discuss the low-energy phenomenology of our- scenario, and in the final 
section present our conclusions.
5.2 A  M odel
The gauge group is that of the standard model w ith am  additional U (l) factor:
G = 51/(3) x  517(2) x U(1)Y x  U{ 1 J B - (5-1)
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We normalize the gauge coupling g s  such that all standard model quarks have charge 
1/3, while all leptons and standard model Higgs fields have charge 0; these are the 
conventional charge assignments for baryon number in the standard model. Gaug­
ing this sym m etry requires the introduction of exotic m atter to cancel chiral gauge 
anomalies, as well as additional Higgs fields to spontaneously break the symmetry 
and avoid long-range forces. The aim  of this section is to show tha t this can be done 
in a  relatively simple way, consistent with a number of im portant phenomenological 
constraints. In particular, we show th a t exotic m atter can be chosen such tha t the 
model (1) is consistent with gauge unification, (2) is anomaly free, (3) suppresses 
proton decay sufficiently, (4) has no unwanted stable colored or charged states, and 
(5) has a mechanism for giving the  exotic m atter mass. We present the model by 
considering these issues systematically:
Gauge Unification. We would like our model to be consistent with power-law 
unification [91], a t least in the case where all the gauge and Higgs fields are allowed 
to propagate into the extra-dimensional space. Since the string normalization of 
the  additional U (l) is uncertain [95], we seek to preserve unification of the  ordinary 
standard  model gauge factors while allowing gs  to assume values at low energies 
th a t do not differ wildly from th a t  of hypercharge. We therefore require th a t the 
exotic m atter fields fall in complete SU(5) representations. While there are of course 
other possibilities [94], this is the  simplest. We introduce an extra generation tha t is
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vector-like under the standard model gauge factors but chiral under U(1)b :
Although we assume supersymmetry, we show only the fermionic components above. 
The overlines indicate Dirac adjoints, and the b’s represent the U (l) b charges, yet 
to be specified. (Four distinct U ( 1 ) b  charges is the smallest number we found that
for fields in the first column are precisely the same as those of fields in an ordinary 
standard model generation; the only exception is N r which is a standard model
that, for example, Q rQ l would be invariant if 6 q +  6 q =  0 . As we will see below, our 
choices for the bi are such th a t all the fields in Eq. (5.2) obtain masses of order the 
U ( 1 ) b  breaking scale.
Anomaly Cancellation We now aim to restrict the bi so th a t the  model is free of 
gauge anomalies. We first note th a t triangle diagrams involving only standard model 
gauge factors remain vanishing since the additional m atter is introduced in complete 
generations. We therefore must consider anomalies of the form U (l)g , Gs m ^ W b and 
G%m \J(1)b , where G sm  represents any of the standard model group factors. Given 
the tracelessness of the non-Abelian generators, this reduces the relevant anomalies to
the set: U (l)yU ( l ) | ,  SU(3)2U(1)B, SU(2)2U(1)b, U(1)£U(1)b, and U ( l ) | .  It is easy
to see that the SU(3)2U(1) b anomaly vanishes since all colored m atter with the same 
U ( 1 ) b  charge comes in groups with equal numbers of left- and right-handed fields.
(5.2)
could produce a viable model.) The charges under the standard model gauge factors
singlet. The fields in the second column have conjugate standard model charges so
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The same can. be said of the U (l)g  anomaly, since the additional N l ,r states assure 
that the exotic ‘leptons’ with the same U (l)s  charge again come in equal num bers of 
left- and right-handed fields. Finally, we can dispense with the U (l)yU (l)g  anom aly 
by noting th a t every group of particles with the same U (l) b charge separately satisfies 
T r(Y )  =  0. The remaining two anomaly cancellation conditions, SU(2)2U (1)b  and 
U (l)y U (l)s , give exactly the same constraint
3Aq -f- A =  —3 , (5-3)
where we have defined
A q =  4- bq and A^, =  &£, -1- . (5-4)
Given the charges defined in Eq. (5.2), we impose Eq. (5.3) to render our theo ry  free
of anomalies.
Notice that —A q and —A L also represent the charges of Higgs fields tfrat we 
require to give the exotic m atter fields masses when U (l)b is spontaneously broken. 
The m ost economical exotic Higgs sector is obtained by setting
Aq = d:A.c ■ (5-5)
Then all the desired mass terms may be formed by introducing a single pair o f  Higgs 
fields
S B and S B , (5.6)
with charges +A q and —A q , respectively. This is the minimal possibility, since, as 
in the minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM), a vector-like pair o f  Higgs 
superfields is required to  avoid additional anomalies. The choice of Eq. (5.5) together
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w ith the constraint Eq. (5.3) implies th a t either
A q =  A £, =  —3 /4  or Aq =  —A^, =  —3 /2  . (3-7)
T he remaining freedom to choose exotic U(1)b charges will be im portant in satisfying 
the  other phenomenological constraints below.
Proton decay. If our additional U (l) symmetry were unbroken, then it would 
be clear th a t all operators contributing to proton decay would be exactly forbidden. 
W hen the symmetry is spontaneously broken, the form of baryon-number-violating 
operators in the low-energy effective theory depends on the charge assignment of the 
Higgs fields which break U (l)s , as well as on the size of their vacuum expectation 
values (vevs). Let us work in the  very low-energy limit, below the scales of extra 
dimensions, exotic m atter, and supersym m etry breaking, which we will take to be 
~  1 TeV universally for the purposes of the present argum ent. In this effective 
nonsupersymmetric theory, operators th a t could contribute to  proton decay have the 
form [65]
o  = qkr Xn , (5-8)
where q and I  represent generic quark  and lepton fields, respectively, and x  represents 
the vev of either S b or S q- Here we have suppressed both the  Dirac structure of the 
operator and the standard model gauge indices for convenience. First, we note th a t
since the lepton electric charge is integral, k must be a m ultiple of 3, i.e. k  — 3p. It
follows th a t the baryon number of qk =  qZp is p, which is an  integer. O n the other 
hand, this must be compensated by  the baryon number of X , which is either ± 3 /2  or 
± 3 /4 , given the charges of the S b  fields already discussed. Thus we conclude th a t 
the  operators represented by Eq. (5.8) must be of the form
( « V ) r *“  or ( ? V r r >  , (5.9)
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where r  and m  axe integers. T he point is simple: the fact that the possible symmetry 
breaking ‘spurions’ have fractional U (1 )b charges forces the baryon-number-violating 
operators to contribute to no less than AB  =  3 transitions. This renders our model 
safe from proton decay as well as N -N  oscillations. T he operators in Eq. (5.9) are 
suppressed by high powers of mass scales that are either 1 TeV or M pi, and thus are 
unlikely to have any observable effects on stable m atter a t low energies.
Avoiding Stable Charged Exotic Matter. We will now further restrict our charge 
assignments 6t- to assure th a t we have no stable heavy states that are charged under 
any of the standard model gauge factors. This allows us to evade bounds on stable 
charged m atter from searches for anomalously heavy isotopes in sea water [1 ]. In 
both the exotic lepton and quark sectors separately, it is always possible to choose 
Yukawa couplings such that one exotic state is lightest, and ordinary weak decays to 
this sta te  are kinematically allowed. For example, the exotic lepton superpotential 
couplings (in term s of left-handed chiral superfields)
W  D L L S b +  {E E  +  N N ) S b +  [LE  +  L N )H d + {LE  +  L N )H u
(5.10)
lead to mass term s of the form
<>» * > ( 5  » ’ ( £  2 ) ( * )  ■
where the Mi are masses of order the U(1 )b breaking scale, while rrii are of order the 
weak scale. Here we have w ritten the  component superfields in the doublets L  (L) as 
uH and ep  (e#-). Clearly one has the freedom to arrange for the  lightest exotic 
lepton sta te  to be neutral. For example, for the specific choice M \ =  M2  =  M3, 
m i  =  m 2 and m 3 =  m4, the  lightest charged state  has mass M  — m i while the 
lightest neutral state M  — m 3 ] we therefore could take m i < m 3 . In the  exotic quark
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sector, the lightest state is charged and colored, so some additional mechanism must 
be provided to assure it decays to ordinary particles. Since we are working in the 
context of models in which the Planck scale is low, we can make the lightest exotic 
quark unstable by considering possible higher-dimension operators, allowed by the
how we may accomplish this, let us restrict our subsequent discussion to  a specific
b q  =  —2 / 3  and b q  =  —5 / 6  is consistent with this condition, and also allows the 
superpotential operator
where lower-case superfields are those of the standard model. This operator allows 
for three-body decays for the lightest exotic quark field (for example, to a normal 
lepton and two squarks). Even if the superpartners are heavy, so tha t this decay 
is not kinematically allowed, one can obtain a four-fermion operator by “dressing” 
Eq. (5.12) with a gaugino exchange. In this case, the decay proceeds to two quaxks 
and a lepton, with a width of order
The first factor is from three-body phase space, the second from the fact tha t the am­
plitude occurs a t one-loop, and the rest follows from dimensional analysis. The light-
this is not a problem in our scenario. Note that the charge assignments =  —2/3
QH od  have U (l)b charges of —1/2 and —1, respectively. Since this is not an integral
symmetries of the theory and suppressed by the cutoff. As there is some freedom in
example. Let us choose the charge assignment in which A q =  —3/2. The choice
(5.12)
(5.13)
est exotic quark decays well before nucleosynthesis providing th a t Mpi <  1013 GeV;
and b q  =  —5/6 assure th a t potentially dangerous mass mixing terms like qQ, and
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multiple of 3/2 (the magnitude of the exotic Higgs’ U(1)b charges) such operators 
are forbidden by the gauge symmetry. We will adopt the present choice of b q  and b q  
for the subsequent discussion. However, the reader should keep in mind tha t other 
possible assignments may render the exotic m atter unstable, given the presence of 
higher-dimension operators at the relatively low cutoff of the theory.
Orthogonality. T he only charges we have not yet fixed are be and b i , which have 
been constrained such that b^-t-bi =  3/2. Since we wish to restrict our discussion to 
models th a t satisfy T r (B Y )  =  0, we fix our remaining degree of freedom by imposing 
this constraint. It is straightforward to check that T r (B Y )  =  9 - | - ( 2 - l + |  — | )  =  2  for 
the ordinary m atter, where the overall factor of 9 is the multiplicity due to color and 
number of generations. For the exotic m atter, the quark fields contribute T r (B Y )  =  
3 • (6q — bg) • (2 • ^ +  |  — j)  =  1/3 given our previous choice of bq =  —2/3 and 
bq =  —5/6 . We now choose bL =  4/3 and b^ =  1/6. The exotic lepton contribution 
is then T r (B Y )  =  (bL — 6^)(2 • [—|]  — 1 ) =  —7/3. Hence, the orthogonality of 
U(1)b and hypercharge is maintained. Notice th a t our choice for bL and bi is such 
tha t no dangerous mass mixing terms between exotic and standard model leptons are 
generated after U ( l )b  is spontaneously broken. Now th a t all our charges have been 
fixed, we summarize them  here for convenience:
b q  =  —2/3 b q  =  —5/6  ^.v
b L  =  4/3 h z — 1/6 K ]
Symmetry Breaking. It is customary in model building to avoid discussing the 
origin of symmetry breaking scales, given the model-dependence th a t this issue often 
entails. Here we only aim to emphasize that the scale of U (l) b breaking may be 
tied quite naturally to the scale of supersymmetry breaking. This point is worth 
mentioning given th a t  we have constructed our model specifically to allow for the
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decoupling of the nonstandard sector, to avoid bounds from precision electroweak 
measurements. One way in which the supersymmetry breaking and U (l)#  scale may 
be related is if the potential for the nonstandard Higgs fields S B and S b develops 
its vacuum expectation value as a  consequence of a soft scalar squared mass running 
negative, the analog of the  radiative breaking scenario in the MSSM. This scenario 
can be implemented in the  present context since the exotic Higgs fields couple to a 
sector of new m atter fields w ith large Yukawa couplings. The exotic Higgs fields have 
the superpotential coupling
W  = fisS BS § , (5.15)
the analog of the p. term  in the MSSM. Introducing soft supersym m etry breaking 
masses, and D-terms, the scalar potential for the exotic Higgs fields is given by
V  =  +  +  i ( ^  +  m | ) ( s | + p | )
9
-t- fisB s(sBs B — PbPb ) +  2 2 ^b (sb "bp% — Sg — p%)2 , (5.16)
where s B B and Pb,b represent the scalar and pseudoscalar components of each of 
the fields, and m B, m B, and B s are soft, supersymmetry-breaking masses. It is 
straightforward to show th a t  this potential has stable (local) m inim a in which one 
scalar squared mass is negative and both S B and S B acquire vacuum expectation 
values. For example, for the  param eter choice gB =  0.3, p s — 1 TeV B s =  — 1  TeV, 
m 2B =  —1.48 TeV2, and m 2§ =  2.81 TeV2, we find the vevs
(,sB) =  3 TeV (sB) =  1 TeV,
the scalar squared masses
0.99 TeV2 4.37 TeV2 ,
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and the pseudoscalar squared mass
3.33 TeV2 .
These are acceptable values. Another possible form for the potential is tha t of the 
next-to-minimal supersymmetric standard model, in which both the ordinary (j. pa­
ram eter and the param eter fxs could have a common origin, the vev of a singlet field. 
We will not study the issue of possible potentials any further here, though such an 
investigation would be required if experimental evidence for the model became avail­
able.
5.3 P henom enology
In this section, we explore the Z ' phenomenology of our model. We will assume for 
simplicity that the scale of exotic matter, A a , and of superpartner masses is I  TeV. 
The compactification scale, which we call A below, is a free parameter. In the case 
where all non-chiral m atter (i.e. the Higgs and gauge fields) are allowed to propagate 
in the bulk, we require A to be greater than  a few TeV, to satisfy the constraints 
from precision electroweak measurements [96]. In this case, the phenomenology that 
we study is that of the new zero mode gauge field. However, we will also consider 
the (non-unifiable) possibility tha t only U(1)b lives in the bulk, in which case the 
bounds on A are substantially weakened. For this choice, the Z ' zero mode and 
first few KK excitations become relevant a t planned collider experiments, and will 
be the focus of our discussion. For concreteness, we perform our numerical analysis 
in the case of one ex tra  dimension .2 For more than  one extra dimension, the sums
involving the KK modes are divergent and m ust be regulated by some additional,
2O f course, gravity also lives in the bulk. Our m odel does not preclude the possibility that gravity 
propagates in a larger number of dimensions than U (1 )b -
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string-theoretic mechanism. We restrict ourselves to one extra dimension to avoid 
this model-dependent issue; however, the reader should keep in m ind th a t our bounds 
on the U (l)g  KK m odes may be overestimates if there is a mechanism, e.g. brane 
recoil effects [97], th a t suppresses the KK couplings.
One of the interesting properties of this class of models, regardless of which case 
we consider, is the strong  leptophobia of the Z ' and its KK excitations. Given our 
assum ption of a vanishing kinetic mixing parameter, ca, a t the string  scale, ca remains 
vanishing down to the  scale of exotic matter, since T r (B Y )  =  0. At lower scales, the 
exotic states are in tegrated  out of the theory, and the orthogonality constraint is no 
longer satisfied. W ith  our choice of energy scales, Ca remains sm all down to the Z ' 
mass, so we may tre a t Eq. (5.1) as a perturbative interaction. Thus, the Feynman 
rule for the Z '-hypercharge vertex is given by
Since we assume th a t  the scale of superpartner masses is the same as the scale of 
exotic m atter, we evaluate the non-supersymmetric running of ca; a t one-loop we 
obtain the renorm alization group equation (RGE)
where N u and N& are th e  num ber of standard model up-type and  down-type quarks 
propagating in the  loop. This RGE is solved subject to the  boundary condition 
ca(A a) =  0, for th e  reasons described above. Notice th a t th e  running of ca is 
controlled entirely by the standard model particle content, since these are the only 
fields relevant below th e  scale A a- Thus, our analysis is independent of the specific 
exotic sector introduced to cancel anomalies.
-  i  c b  (p V "  -  P V )  • (5.1)
^ CB =  [ e 'N* ~  ’
(5.2)
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F i g u r e  5 .1  B o u n d  o n  a s  from  the cross se c t io n  tim es b ran ch in g  fraction to  d ijets . T h e  
so lid  lin e  corresponds to  th e boun d  obta ined  from  R u n  I w ith  a  L um inosity  o f  106 p b - 1 . 
T h e  d ashed  line corresp on d s to  a  lum inosity  o f  2 fb —1 for R u n  I la  and  the d o tted  lin e  to  a  
lu m in o sity  o f  20 fb ~ x for R u n  l ib .
We may now consider the phenomenology of the model by determining bounds in 
the M b-olb plane. We will assume Mb > mtop (which was not studied in Refs. [65, 64]) 
and first consider the case in which all non-chiral superfields live in the bulk. For most 
of the mass range of interest, the Z' will be sufficiently heavier than the Z  so th a t 
the most stringent bounds are obtained from direct collider searches. We consider 
the limits on Z ns decaying to dijets and dileptons at the Fermilab Tevatron Collider:
Decays to Dijets. The CDF Collaboration has placed bounds on narrow resonances 
decaying to dijets in pp collisions at y/s = 1.8 TeV [98]. They present the 95%  C.L. 
upper limits on cross section times branching ratio as a function of the Z ' mass in 
the range 0 .2  — 1 .1 5  TeV. Since the kinetic mixing effects are small (as we will see 
below), the branching fraction to dijets in our model is nearly 1 0 0 %; thus we compare 
the CDF bounds to the  Z ' production cross section in our model, which we estim ate
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using the narrow width approximation:
a(pp  - f  Z ' -> d ije ts ) =  f  d y S ^ f f i y ,  y/s, M B)f?{y , \ / s ; M s ) -
9  S 7  id (5.3)
Here y is the  rapidity, y/s is the  center of mass energy, and f p ( f p) represents the 
appropriate parton distribution functions for pp collisions. Using the CTEQ 4M 
structure functions [99] a t y/s  =  1 . 8  TeV for our numerical analysis, we obtain a 
bound on ctB{MB) as a function of M B, shown in Fig. 5.1. The solid line corresponds 
to the Run I luminosity (£) of ~0.1 fb-L and is the strongest bound on the model. 
We also estim ate the ability of the Tevatron to probe additional parameter space at 
Run II. Note tha t the shape of the  excluded region in Fig. 5.1 depends on a detailed 
analysis of both statistical and experimental systematic uncertainties; the la tte r are 
difficult to  extrapolate with precision to Run II. Therefore, we rely instead on the 
observation th a t statistical and systematic uncertainties generally both scale as y/C  
{i.e. the systematic uncertainties can be reduced by higher statistics). Thus, we make 
a simple extrapolation, scaling the bound from Run I down by y/TTijy/Cn using the 
expected luminosities at Run I la  and Run lib , 2 and 20 fb_I respectively; this yields 
the two other curves shown in Fig. 5.1. We see th a t, for example, it is possible to 
have a new gauge boson in the  region between 500 and 600 GeV with a coupling of 
electromagnetic strength th a t could be observed at R un II.
Decays to Dileptons. Given the construction of our model, the specification of Mb  
and Ob  is sufficient to determine the magnitude of c b ( M b ) ,  up to a small uncertainty. 
For each point in the param eter space, M Bj  y/A.-kolb  is of order the scale of U ( 1 ) b  
breaking. However, this scale also determines the masses of the exotic fermions, and 
the point a t which cB begins to run. The only uncertainty is in the Yukawa couplings 
of the exotic m atter, which we assume is of order one (say, between 1/3 and 3); this
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F ig u re  5.2 Contours of constant cross section times branching fraction to  dileptons. The 
dotted line shows the threshold MB = 2mtop-
only affects the result logarithmically. To account for the mixing, we use  Eq. (5.2) to 
run cB from the U ( l)B breaking scale A B = rM B/g B, where r  is an O Cl) uncertainty, 
down to M b w ith the condition cB(AB) = 0 .  We show some typical values of cB in 
Table 1 for different choices of M B and a B. The results are uniform ly small, due to 
two competing effects: if the coupling gB is reduced w ith M B held fixed, then the 
‘starting’ scale A B is increased, while the rate of running, i.e. the rig:ht-hand side of
M b (TeV) a B(MB) cB(M B)
0 .2 0.1 0 .0 0 6 8 8
0 .5 0.1 0 .0 0 6 9 4
1 .0 0.1 0 .0 0 6 9 9
0 .2 0.01 0 .0 0 4 6 9
0 .5 0.01 0 .0 0 4 7 1
1 .0 0 .01 0 .0 0 4 7 3
T ab le  5.1 Kinetic mixing for r  =  3.
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F i g u r e  5 . 3  B ou n d s o b ta in e d  from  the co n tr ib u tio n  o f  K K  m odes h ea v ier  th an  1.15 T eV  
to  co n ta c t in teractions fo r  severa l values o f  A.
Eq. (5.2), is reduced. As a consequence, the branching fraction to  leptons
B  = |  c2Ba Y
9
(5.4)
- a B  +  | C b Q-y
is highly suppressed throughout the param eter space in Fig. 5.1. Here N j is the 
num ber of quarks lighter than M B/ 2. In Fig. 5.2 we show contours of constant crB; 
note th a t crB vanishes when AB(aB) = M B. The CDF bound on this product in 
no stronger than 0.04 pb for dilepton invariant masses above ~  400 GeV, and is 
significantly weaker for smaller masses [1 0 0 ]; as a  consequence, no additional bound 
can be placed on our param eter space. It is possible, however, th a t  a dilepton signal 
could be discerned a t  Run II, if the Z' were already discovered in  the dijet channel. 
For example, for M B ~  400 GeV, where the  current bound is 0.04 pb, a simple 
rescaling by C suggests th a t the bound could become 0.0028 pb after 2 0  fb - 1  of 
integrated luminosity. The results in Fig. 5.2 imply th a t this would be sufficient to 
see the model’s tiny dilepton signal.
KK-modes. The Z r phenomenology we have discussed thus fa r  has related to the
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zero-mode gauge field, and is independent of how the m odel is configured in extra 
dimensions. As we mentioned earlier, if all the non-chiral fields propagate in the bulk, 
then the first Z ' KK mode is outside the reach of the Tevatron, and the zero-mode 
is of principle interest to us. Here, we wish to consider an  alternative possibility, 
that the compactification scale is low enough such that th e  first few KK modes are 
also within the kinematic reach of the Tevatron. This can be the case if only U(1)b 
and its associated exotic Higgs fields live in the bulk. T he usual strong bounds on 
A are evaded in this situation since there are no exotic Higgs fields charged under 
both U ( l)b and any of the standard model electroweak gauge factors -  the vev of 
such a field would lead to mixing at tree-level between the Z  and Z' KK  modes. In 
order to  determine the relevant bounds, let us consider the  following terms in the Z ' 
Lagrangian:
C«k = - \ Y , F&)Fl«) + \ Y ,^ Pe + ^r?)Z'^Z'™
7 1 = 0  7 1 = 0
~ Y < n *  f  z?1 + V2 X;
Notice th a t the KK modes have contributions to their masses from both the symmetry
breaking and the compactification scale. If A M b , there is effectively a ‘pile-up’ of
states w ith masses of order M B and multiplicity M B/ A. T his is one way in which low-
energy bounds are enhanced. In addition, the coupling of th e  KK modes to quarks has
an extra factor of y/2 compared to  the coupling of the zero mode; this results from the
field rescalings necessary to put the  four-dimensional kinetic terms in canonical form,
and to give the zero-mode gauge coupling its conventional normalization. Hence,
the appropriate dijet bound on a  given KK mode may be obtained from Fig. 5.1 by
scaling down the exclusion lim it shown by a factor of 2 .3 If A is sufficiently small,
3T he running o f a e  in the range shown in Figure 5.1 is sm all, and can be neglected in this
(5.5)
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the zero mode and first few KK m odes could be unobserved in Run I, but discovered 
at Run II. We therefore consider w hether A can be small enough for this interesting 
situation to be obtained.
Aside from the KK modes that a re  within the reach of the Tevatron, there is also
Thus, the new physics manifests itself as a series of narrow resonances, together with 
effective contact interactions that lead  to smoothly growing cross sections. We may 
use the bounds on four-quark contact interactions to  bound the compactification scale. 
If we integrate out all the modes w ith  mass M b > Mmin =  1.15 TeV (the endpoint 
of the dijet invariant mass spectrum in  Ref. [98]) we obtain operators of the form
where M 2 = + n 2 A2, and nmin corresponds to the first KK mode above Mmin. We
show only the purely left-handed operator, which is the one most tightly constrained 
of those listed in the Review of Partic le  Physics [1], viz., A 1L(qqqq) > 2 .4  TeV at 95%
C.L., with h~lL(qqqq) defined therein. The sum shown in Eq. (5.6) can be evaluated 
analytically so tha t the bound may b«  written as
where 4/(re) =  ^[InT (x)] is the digam m a function. We plot Eq. (5.7) for several 
values of A in Fig. 5.3. The mild steps in these contours occur each time a  KK mode 
becomes more massive than Mmfn, an d  is included in the contact term.
In the case -where A is small, we can also determine whether the pile-up of states 
at M b is significantly bounded by .Z-pole observables. The most stringent constraint




9 M b A. ,
aB  <  (2.4TeV) 2 l ^ ^ riTnAn _ ) i'F  {rimin "b (5.7)
discussion.










F ig u re  5 .4  Bound obtained from the contribution of the first 1000 KK modes to the Z 
hadronic width.
for this type of model comes from the measurement of the Z  hadronic width [65], 
which is known to approximately 0.1% [1 ]. We include contributions from the Z—Z' 




—1.194cB{mz ) ml - M l +B
E l





where cB{mz ) is found by solving Eq. (5.2), and F 2 (M) is a loop integral factor that 
can be found in Ref. [64]. The sums appear linearly in Eq. (5.8) since the effects 
of new physics appear in an interference term  a t lowest order. Figure 5.4 shows the 
2a  bound for several choices of A, where the sum includes the first 1000 KK modes. 
Generally, the bound obtained from the Z hadronic width supersedes the one obtained 
from contact interactions. Figs. 5.3 and 5.4 in conjunction with Fig. 5.1 show that 
the compactification scale A can be made small enough so th a t the  Z ' zero mode
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and first few KK excitations could be undetectable at Run I and discovered a t Run 
II, without requiring the  coupling olb to be inexplicably small. For example, the 
param eter choice olb — 0.01, Mg =  400 GeV, and A =  200 GeV is consistent with all 
our constraints.
5 .4  C onclusions
We have shown in this article th a t it is possible to construct viable models with a 
non-anomalous U (l) symmetry th a t is orthogonal to hypercharge and that preserves 
proton stability, a concern when the quantum  gravity scale is low. While exotic chiral 
fields are required to cancel anomalies, we show that these fields may nonetheless 
be vector-like under the  standard model subgroup, so th a t constraints from the S  
param eter are evaded, and may appear in complete SU(5) representations, so that 
power-law unification may be preserved. The new gauge boson and its KK excitations 
exhibit a high degree of leptophobia, which is only violated by kinetic mixing with 
hypercharge, which is small and calculable, given our assumed boundary conditions. 
If power-law unification is sacrificed, then one may consider the case in which only 
the extra U (l) lives in the bulk. In this case, the most im portant bounds on the 
compactification scale come from processes associated with the exchange of the Z ' 
and its KK excitations, and were found to be relatively weak. This allows the Z r 
and its first few KK modes to be within the kinematic reach of the Tevatron. In 
both  versions of the model, we considered bounds from collider searches for new 
particles decaying to dijets and dileptons, and, in the second case, bounds on the 
compactification scale from contact interactions and contributions to the Z hadronic 
width. For gauge couplings comparable to th a t of hypercharge, we showed that 
this scenario is allowed by current experiments, and th a t the new gauge boson, and
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perhaps some of its KK excitations could be discovered by the Tevatron at Run II.
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